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Abstract 

Mining activities have been ongoing for thousands of years within Sweden. As the 
results of previous activities are evident today, i.e. for example acid mine drainage 
(AMD), the focus and interest on closure and remediation of mine sites and tailings 
storage facilities (TSFs) has increased. At present all mines in operation have closure 
plans according to legal requirements. The purpose of a closure plan is to make sure 
that the site is safe when the mine comes to an end and the mining company abandons 
the site.  

The need for remediation of TSFs, where the fine (crushed and milled) waste material, 
i.e. tailings, from the process plant is stored, is important with regard to the 
consequences for the future environment. The composition of the tailings vary, i.e. 
content of chemicals, minerals etc., from mine site to mine site. Unwanted processes 
taking place in the tailings within the TSF may result in acidic leachate and leaching of 
metals and heavy metals from the TSF. These processes will be harmful for the 
environment and must therefore be prevented or reduced to levels that the environment 
can handle. They need to be controlled through a proper remediation and closure 
design of the facility.  

One method to control these processes is by covering the impoundment with water. 
One of the most important requirements when using this method is the stability of the 
tailings dams surrounding the impoundment. Without stable tailing dams the water 
cover will not stay. Long term stability of tailings dams has been the focus of this 
research project. Long term has in this case been set to 1000 years or more, which has 
become an international praxis in the last couple of years.  

To understand what we need to know in order to achieve long term stable tailings 
dams several areas have been studied. One idea used, was that we need to know, and 
understand, how tailings dams in operation perform today in order to understand how 
they may perform in a long term perspective. This resulted in studies of tailings dam 
safety in Sweden (see Benckert5, 2003 and 2004) and of incidents and failures at 
Swedish tailings dams (see Bjelkevik, 2005b and 2005c). 

Another field of importance is the properties of tailings and for dam stability purposes 
the mechanical properties of tailings as a construction material. Sampling and 
laboratory tests where performed in 2002/2003 in order to compare the properties of 
tailings with natural materials (see Bjelkevik and Knutsson, 2005a). The conclusion 
drawn is that tailings have different properties compared to natural materials and the 
way of testing tailings material need to be calibrated for these differences. It was also 
concluded that this is a field requiring much more attention in the future.  

                                                 
5 Benckert married into Bjelkevik in May 2004, which makes Benckert and Bjelkevik the same person. 
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The focus of this thesis has been the long term dam stability and the factors and 
processes affecting this. In the State of the Art report (Bjelkevik, 2005d) this is 
covered and discussed. The most important factors for long term dam stability are: 

• the hydraulic gradient and its relation to internal erosion 
• extreme events like floods, drought, high winds, earthquakes etc. 
• slow deterioration processes like erosion, weathering, frost and ice forces etc. 

These aspects have been analysed and discussed within the thesis. 

One valuable source for improving our knowledge on long term stability is natural 
analogies that have been stable since the last glacial period. Another valuable source is 
ancient structures, like man made earthen mounds and dams. Existing knowledge of 
some of these types of structures are presented in the thesis. The author, however, 
believes that there are a lot more information and knowledge to gain from analysis of 
these types of structures. 

Finally, the conclusions from this research project are: 

• no Swedish tailings dams can be regarded as long term stable today 
• it is possible to design long term stable tailings dams 
• more knowledge can be gained from natural analogies and ancient structures 
• the most challenging aspects in designing long term stable tailings dams are 

probably not the technical aspects, but the non-technical 

In order to be able to define criteria for long term stable tailings dams several areas 
need further attention and research. Examples of these areas are: 

• internal erosion 
• long term changes in material properties 
• the effect of the hydraulic gradient on slope stability 
• interaction between tailings material and sealing elements/foundation within the 

tailings dam 
• external erosion 
• seepage points 
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Sammanfattning 

Gruvdrift har pågått i tusentals år i Sverige. Som resultat av tidigare gruvdrift ser vi 
idag negativa effekter, t.ex. surt lakvatten från gamla deponier, vilket har resulterat i 
att fokus på efterbehandling då gruvor läggs ner eller gruvdammsanläggningar tas ur 
drift har ökat. Alla gruvor som är i drift idag har efterbehandlingsplaner enligt gällande 
lagstiftning. En efterbehandlingsplan ska säkerställa att ett gruvområde görs säkert då 
gruvan är utbruten och gruvföretaget lämnar området. 

Behovet av efterbehandling av gruvdammsanläggningar, där den fina (krossade och 
malda) restprodukten, den s.k. anrikningssanden, från anrikningsverket deponerats, är 
viktigt med hänsyn till framtida konsekvenser på miljön. Anrikningssandens 
sammansättning varierar från gruva till gruva med hänsyn till tillsatta kemikalier, 
mineralinnehåll etc.. Oönskade processer som kan ske i anrikningssanden, vilken 
deponerats i magasinet, kan orsaka surt läckage och urlakning av metaller från 
gruvdammsanläggningen. Dessa processer är skadliga för miljön och måste därför 
förhindras eller reduceras till nivåer som miljön kan hantera. Processerna måste därför 
kontrolleras genom bra efterbehandling. 

En efterbehandlingsmetod, för att kontrollera dessa processer, är att täcka magasinet 
med vatten. En av de viktigaste förutsättningarna för att denna metod ska fungera är de 
omgivande dammarnas stabilitet. Utan stabila dammar kommer vattentäckningen inte 
att stanna kvar. Långtidsstabilitet har varit fokus för detta forskningsprojekt. I detta 
sammanhang har ”lång tid” definierats som 1000 år eller mer, vilket också har blivit 
internationell praxis de senaste åren. 

För att förstå vad vi behöver veta för att kunna designa långtidsstabila gruvdammar har 
ett flertal områden studerats. Ett område har varit att studera hur gruvdammar fungerar 
i dag för att få förståelse för hur de kan fungera i ett långtidsperspektiv. Detta 
resulterade i studier av dammsäkerhet vid svenska gruvdammar (se Benckert6, 2003 
och 2004) och studier av incidenter och haverier vid svenska gruvdammar (se 
Bjelkevik, 2005b och 2005c). 

Ett annat område som är viktigt, är anrikningssandens materialegenskaper, och i ett 
dammstabilitetsperspektiv, framförallt dess mekaniska egenskaper som 
konstruktionsmaterial. Provtagning och laborationsförsök utfördes under 2002/2003 
för att jämföra anrikningssandens egenskaper med naturliga geologiska material (se 
Bjelkevik och Knutsson, 2005a). Slutsatsen var att anrikningssandens mekaniska 
egenskaper skiljer sig från naturliga materials. En annan slutsats är att metoderna för 
att utföra labboratorieförsök på anrikningssand behöver kalibreras för dessa skillnader. 
Detta område kräver mer arbete och forskning.  

                                                 
6 Benckert gifte sig till namnet Bjelkevik i maj 2004, vilket betyder att Benckert och Bjelkevik är 
samma person. 
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Fokus för den här avhandlingen har varit gruvdammars långtidsstabilitet och de 
faktorer och processer som påverkar denna. ”State of the art” rapporten (Bjelkevik, 
2005d) omfattar och diskuterar detta. De viktigaste faktorerna för långtidsstabilitet är: 

• hydrauliska gradienten och dess relation till inre erosion 
• extrema händelser som översvämningar, torka, hårda vindar, jordbävningar etc. 
• långsamt nedbrytande processer som erosion, vittring, frost och iskrafter etc. 

Dessa aspekter har analyserats och diskuterats i avhandlingen. 

En viktig informationskälla för att förbättra vår kunskap vad det gäller 
långtidsstabilitet är att analysera naturliga analogier, som har varit stabila sedan den 
senaste istiden. En annan viktig informationskälla är forntida anläggningar, av typen 
uppbyggda jordhögar (ofta gravar) och dammar. Befintlig kunskap om några av dessa 
anläggningar presenteras i avhandlingen. Författaren anser dock att det finns betydligt 
mer information och kunskap att hämta från studier av dessa typer av anläggningar.  

Slutsatserna från detta forskningsprojekt är: 

• inga svenska gruvdammar kan anses vara långtidsstabila idag 
• det är möjligt att designa långtidsstabila gruvdammar 
• mer kunskap kan erhållas från naturliga analogier och forntida anläggningar 
• den mest utmanande aspekten med avseende på långtidsstabila gruvdammar är 

troligen inte de tekniska aspekterna utan de icke-tekniska 

För att kunna definiera kriterier för långtidsstabila gruvdammar krävs ytterligare 
kännedom och forskning på flera områden. Exempel på sådana områden är: 

• inre erosion 
• förändringar av materialparametrar i ett långtidsperspektiv 
• effekten av den hydrauliska gradienten på släntstabiliteten 
• samverkan mellan anrikningssanden och gruvdammens täta 

element/grundläggning 
• yttre erosion 
• källsprång 
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7 Benckert A. married into Bjelkevik A. and is therefore the same person.  

http://epubl.ltu.se/1402-1528/2005/index.shtml
http://www.icold-cigb.org
http://www.securing2005.skelleftea.se
http://www.securing2005.skelleftea.se
http://www.securing2005.skelleftea.se
http://www.sgf.net
http://www.icold-cigb.org
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 

The mining industry handles huge amounts of rock in the process of assessing ore and 
extracting valuable metals. In order to enable the extraction of metals the rock is 
crushed and milled into fine sand (normally 0,01-1 mm). As the metal itself normally 
constitute a smaller part (0.4% to about 30%) large amount of waste, i.e. tailings, is 
produced. Since about the middle of the 2000-century mining operators in Sweden 
have used tailings dams for storage of tailings.  

Tailings are often discharged as slurry as the process of extracting metals normally is 
wet. In the impoundment, created by natural heights and/or tailings dams, the tailings 
settle and the clarified water is often re-circulated to the process plant. In this way 
water to some extent will also be stored in the tailings dam during operation. At 
closure, when the mine is mined out and the company wants to leave the site, measures 
need to be taken to clean the site in order to prevent impact on the environment in a 
long term perspective. The remediation of tailings dams is probably the most 
important, or at least the most difficult, part of the closure process in order to secure 
long term safe containment of tailings. 

The public and regulators have gained a broader knowledge about tailings dam 
performance due to recent failures of tailings dams in operation. Examples are 
Aznalcóllar in Spain 1998, Baia Mare in Rumania 2000 and Aitik in Sweden 2000. 
Media have reported extensively about these failures and the mining industry has since 
then tried to improve their knowledge and reputation. In Sweden, and in many other 
countries, this has resulted in several dam safety initiatives, like for example 
Operation, Supervision and Maintenance manuals (OSM) and this research project. 
The requirements from regulators on mining operations, and in particular the operation 
and closure of tailings dams, have however increased, resulting in closure and long 
term stability of tailings dams being one of the most important questions for mining 
companies and regulators today. How do we prove that a dam design is long term 
stable, i.e. stable for thousands of years?  

Remediation of tailings dams can, generally speaking, be done according to the dry or 
wet method. The dry method means that all water including groundwater is drained out 
and the dry pile of tailings is covered with suitable material to prevent weathering and 
oxidation. The wet method means that the tailings impoundment is covered with water, 
i.e. a lake is created with characteristics similar to natural lakes. To maintain the cover, 
i.e. the water, this method requires that the dams (embankments) are long term stable, 
which has been the focus of this research project. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this project has been to improve the knowledge of tailings dam 
design, operation, long term stability and closure of tailings dams. The Swedish and 
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international knowledge and experience summarized and analyzed in this project is 
intended to: 
• increase conditions for improved tailings dam management during operation 
• improve the long term stability of tailings dams when the water cover method is 

used for remediation 
• result in suitable over all closure applications 
• provide an extensive data base for future research 

1.3 Method 

To achieve the objectives the practice, experience and literature of how tailings dams 
are designed, especially with regard to long term stability, have been studied. The 
information have been retrieved from the internet by computer based information 
retrieval, through discussions with people having an internationally recognized 
knowledge in the field and through regular seminars attended by Swedish specialists. 
Cooperation between this project and the comprehensive research programme MiMi8 
has been carried out, mainly as exercises on performance assessment using the matrix 
methodology developed by the Swedish nuclear industry (Bjelkevik, 2005d). 

As a Swedish representative in the ICOLD9 committee on Tailings Dams and Waste 
Lagoons participation in the development of the new ICOLD Bulletin on “Increasing 
Tailings Dam Safety: Critical Aspects of Management, Design, Operation and 
Closure” has take place. The author has been responsible for three sections; 
“Closure”, “Independent Audit” and “Emergency Preparedness”. The main work has 
been on the chapter and appendix on Closure. 

Statistical data on events (failures, incidents etc.) has been analyzed in order to 
improve tailings dam management by learning from previous mistakes and in order to 
define events that will be possible at remediated and closed tailings dams, (Bjelkevik, 
2005b and Bjelkevik, 2005c). Data for these studies of Swedish events has been 
collected in co-operation with staff members from all the active mining companies and 
from the archives at Sweco VBB AB10. An international (ICOLD, 2001) comparison is 
made in the analysis.  

Dam safety at Swedish tailings dams has been studied in order to see if the level of 
dam safety has had an effect on the statistical data and to gather data on the 
performance of active tailings dams in order to analyse what the effect of this may be 
in a long term perspective (Benckert, 2004 and Benckert, 2003). Data and information 
about Swedish dam safety work has been collected from active mining companies and 
                                                 
8 Mitigation of the environmental impact from mining waste. www.mimi.kiruna.se or 
www.mistra.org/mimi 
9 International Commission on Large Dams, which have one working committee on Tailings Dams 
and Waste Lagoons. Experts represent this committee from 16 countries. http://www.icold-cigb.org/ 
10 Belong to the Sweco group, which is the largest Swedish consultant company, working in the fields 
of Hydropower and Dams, Public transportation, Roads and railways, Nuclear Energy, Road charges, 
Bridge engineering and civil structures, Rock engineering, Geotechnical engineering, Soil engineering 
and landscape architecture and Measurement technology. http://www.sweco.se/  

http://www.mimi.kiruna.se
http://www.mistra.org/mimi
http://www.icold-cigb.org
http://www.sweco.se
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by the author’s involvement in the development of OSM-manuals for most mining 
companies as well as from the experience gained from the time as dam safety 
coordinator at Boliden AB. 

As many tailings dams use the tailings material for construction sampling and 
laboratory testing of tailings material have been performed in order to achieve 
information of its characteristics and behaviour in comparison to natural well 
documented materials, (Bjelkevik and Knutsson, 2005a).  

1.4 Delimitation 

Remediation of tailings dams with focus on the long term stability and performance of 
tailings dams includes both technical and environmental issues. The focus in this thesis 
is on the technical issues, without reducing the importance of environmental aspects.  

Methods for remediation can generally be divided into five main categories, see  
Table 1. The MiMi programme has covered the environmental and chemical aspects of 
tailings from non ferrous ores and the aspects of most impoundment covers, both wet 
and dry covers. This project focuses on long term tailings dam stability, which 
becomes important for water cover, wetland cover and dry cover methods when a high 
hydraulic gradient will be present in a long term perspective.  

Table 1 Schematic illustration of general remediation categories and their main 
aspects as well as the fields covered by the MiMi programme. 

 

Water cover Wetland cover Dry cover with 
high phreatic 

surface 

Dry cover on 
drained deposit

Dry cover of 
draining dams 

Dam stability – important   

  Cover stability - important 

  

   Normally non-ferrous ore Normally ferrous ore 

 

The civil engineering processes and technical characteristics of tailings dams have 
therefore been investigated and analyzed. The environmental aspects are, however, 
equally important.  

Samples of tailings from all tailings dams in Sweden, active in 2002, have been 
collected and analyzed. Only surface samples were taken. 

MiMi 

MiMi

MiMi 
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The chemical aspects have not been incorporated even though they are important. 
Specific aspects of the function of the cover itself, i.e. the processes within the 
impoundment and the water cover, have not been considered due to the extensive work 
already carried out within the MiMi programme. The MiMi programme deals with the 
dry cover methodologies as well.  

In the long term perspective the changes of the climate becomes important. This aspect 
has however just been mentioned and not analyzed as climate changes on its own is a 
huge research field. 
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2 The Mining Industry 

Mining is associated with both benefits and impacts. The tailings, together with the 
waste rock and mine openings, as well as the utilization of natural resources, are often 
the most visible signs of mining activities sometimes recognized as “legacy impacts”. 
The benefits, the materials and products such as metals, motor vehicles, construction 
materials and power that are produced, may not be in focus. They are normally seen as 
the fruits of technology and the role of mining is less recognized and acknowledged.  

The products, i.e. the “legacy benefits”, are shared internationally, but the “legacy 
impacts” are not. The local economical benefit and local employment is over when a 
mine is closed, but the environmental impact from mining is not. According to 
Robertson (2000) the opportunities and liabilities of mining proceed through cycles 
that are repeating themselves. The cycle is driven by a combination of technological 
and economical capability on the one hand and societal wealth and environmental 
tolerance on the other. The stages within the cycle and examples of countries within 
each stage are given below. 

1. Emergent Stage: Mining is encouraged as an industry to bring economic wealth 
and regional development to the area. Example of countries: Central Africa, 
Central America, Argentina, Indonesia and Peru. 

2. Production Stage: Mining is a substantial contributor to economic development. 
Local benefit out weights the concerns of legacy impacts. Example of countries: 
some in Eastern Europe, Chile, Brazil, South Africa and Australia. 

3. Decline Stage: Other activities out weigh the economic benefits from mining. 
Local benefits are reducing while legacy impacts increase and legislation becomes 
both extensive and restrictive. Example of countries: some in Eastern Europe, 
Canada, some states of USA, Southern Europe and New Zealand. 

4. Intolerant Stage: Society concludes that the short term economic benefits from 
mining are not justified compared to the legacy environmental impacts. 
Legislation and local public resistance to mining result in mining activities not 
being economically viable. Example of countries: USA, France, Germany and 
Sweden.  

5. Need to Tolerate Stage: This stage will come when metals become scarce and 
expensive and society is prepared to pay hugely increased prices, which will allow 
mining to be done using methods that decrease environmental impacts. Example 
of countries: None yet. 

The position of Sweden in the “Intolerant Stage” may be questioned. The article by 
Robertson was written in 2000 and since then Sweden has taken a step forward to the 
“Need to Tolerate Stage”. The reason for this is that the society and legislation has not 
become less restrictive, even though a wave of intense mining activities in certain 
areas of Sweden (especially the Skellefteå belt) has increased and new mining 
operations have started up. One example is the Svartliden mine owned by Dragon 
Mining, Australia.  
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The “Need to Tolerate Stage” indicates the significance of sustainable development, 
which during the last couple of years has gained more and more response. Activities 
and development of today have to be more sustainable in order to get accepted or even 
financed. Environmental strategies with regard to environmental sustainability can 
basically be divided into four general groups, namely: 

1. Recycling, which is the “golden rule” where no waste is produced, 
2. Dispersal (the opposite to recycling), which is the linear use of “non toxic” 

material, 
3. Concentrate, which is the linear use of “toxic” material requiring safe (long term) 

deposition of the waste (for example tailings and nuclear waste)  
4. Abandon present technology, which means find new environmental adopted 

technique before utilizing a resource. 

Mining activities have during the last hundred years moved from “dispersal” to 
“concentrate”, which is good as the effects on the environment now are controlled and 
by that reduced, i.e. reduced to a level acceptable to the environment but at the same 
time extended over a longer time period as the amount of waste is the same. This is 
also in accordance with the intentions of Swedish regulators. The question is, however, 
if this is enough with regard to today’s society and today’s demands. People are in 
general becoming more and more aware of the consequences of the production and the 
use of products they buy. In many cases people have started to require that companies 
take their responsibility for sustainable development. They want to know, and be sure 
of, the origin of a product and if the product contributes to sustainability, not just if the 
product is of expected quality. This is not only of concern for the mining industry, but 
for everyone.  

Demand of ecological and sustainable metal products has not yet reached the society. 
The trend is however moving that way and the question is rather when, and not if we 
reach the point of certified metals. For example the forest industry has already started 
with certification systems for timber fulfilling certain environmental requirements. The 
population of the world is at the same time increasing and on top of that the 
development of the third world countries has already started to result in an increase in 
demand of metal products as more and more people reach a higher level of welfare. 
For example the rapidly expanding economy of China is more or less the reason for 
the good profits Swedish, and international, mining companies make today on iron ore, 
copper ore etc. 

One of the greatest challenges facing the world today is integrating economic activity 
with environmental integrity, social concerns and effective governance systems. The 
goal of that integration can be seen as sustainable development, according to MMSD 
(2002). For the metals and minerals sector this means to maximise the contribution to 
the well being of the current generation in a way that ensures an equitable distribution 
of its costs and benefits, without reducing the potential for future generations to meet 
their own needs. The MMSD (2002) document “Breaking New Ground” was initiated 
by nine of the world’s largest mining companies. The document is the first in-depth 
review of the mining and minerals sector from the perspective of sustainable 
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development and it presents an analysis of a large and heterogeneous sector through 
the many stages of minerals and metals exploration, production, use, reuse, recycling 
and final disposal. Some general conclusions from the project are: 

• Society needs metals and minerals 
• Restructuring of the mining sector and alliances are crucial and need to be 

established 
• Decentralising decision-making to the point as close to the impact as possible 

should be the norm 
• The concept of “best practice” requires local solutions 
• Voluntary incentives is not enough, but need to be combined with governmental 

incentives 
• Critical need to build the capacity of knowledge on sustainability for all actors 
• Managing mineral wealth, i.e. contribute to diverse and stable economies for 

tomorrow 
• Negative social and environmental legacies is a major obstacle in moving forward 
• Collective efforts are required by companies of all sizes in order to produce results 
• Use of existing institutions for collective action to move forward  

In this perspective, tailings dam management and especially tailings dam closure and 
long term stability, will become an even more important topic in the future. At the 
same time the volumes, or tones, of waste materials from mining operations will 
increase compared to the extracted metals as the metal content of mined ores will 
decrease as rich ores are being mined out and the prices for metals increases. 
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3 Definitions 

Definitions required to avoid misunderstandings in the discussion about, and around, 
tailings dams have been published in Bjelkevik (2005d and 2005b). In the following 
the most important terms are highlighted again and to some extent discussed further. 

Mining operations require several facilities in order to perform their activities. The 
term often used for the whole operation is tailings management facility (TMF), which 
includes tailings storage facilities (TSF’s), clarification ponds, delivery pipelines etc. 
In turn the TSF includes impoundments and surrounding tailings dams as well as 
decant and spillway facilities. In the following the focus will be on tailings dams.  

Tailings dams are constructed in order to facilitate deposition of the waste material 
tailings. The impounded tailings and the tailings dam often become integrated due to 
construction method, which results in difficulties in defining the boundary between the 
dam and the impoundment. For tailings dams constructed according to the downstream 
method (see Bjelkevik, 2005d) the boundary is easy to define as all material placed in 
a controlled manner constitute the dam and the deposited material, i.e. tailings and 
water, constitute the impoundment, see Figure 1. For tailings dams constructed 
according to the upstream (or centreline) method (see Bjelkevik, 2005d) the boundary 
between the dam and the impoundment becomes unclear, as the deposited tailings 
constitute part of the dam. In Bjelkevik (2005d) a definition for this case is proposed to 
be:  

Tailings dam = the part of the embankment influencing the total stability of the dam or 
where the construction material has been placed in a controlled manner, including for 
example cycloned or mechanically compacted tailings. This area will be affected by 
the position of the pond, as the location of the pond directly affects the hydraulic 
gradient, which in turn affects the stability. The boundary of the dam will in these 
cases change over time due to design and method of construction, see Figure 2. 

 

Figure 1 Boundary between impoundment and dam for tailings dams constructed 
according to the downstream method. 
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Figure 2 Boundary between impoundment and dam for tailings dams constructed 
according to the upstream method. 

During the time of a mining operation the TMF goes through several phases, see Table 
2. The Closure phase, including decommission of mine sites, remediation of TSF and 
after care has become more and more important during the last couple of years. 
Decommission refers to disassembling of the plant, mine structures, office buildings 
etc., i.e. the whole site excluding the TSF. Remediation, on the other hand, refers to 
remediation of the TSF, i.e. the tailings dam, impoundment, spillways etc. The after 
care period refers to the period between finalised decommission and remediation and 
the time when the mining company can leave the site. During this time the mining 
company is supposed to verify implemented measures, for example by taking readings 
from instruments, carry out inspections etc. Today the time period for the after care 
phase in Sweden is in the order of approximately 30 years.  

The period following after the after care period is the Long term phase, which in a 
philosophical sense is “forever”. In Sweden, or Scandinavia, we do not believe that 
any structures above ground will last past the next glacial period, which limits long 
term to be less then approximately 10 000 years. For design purposes, however, a 
more reasonable time period, possible to foresee, is desirable or even required. This 
has resulted in that long term normally is defined as 1000 years in Sweden and several 
other countries, like Canada, Australia, USA etc.. If this is a foreseeable time period, 
may be questionable.  

In normal design and construction, i.e. design and construction of roads, bridges, 
houses etc., the experience of “good” and “not adequate” design and/or construction 
can be gained after a time span allowing us to take in the whole picture. Approximate 
predictions, hundreds or so years into the future, is possible to make due to the 
documented history of some hundreds of years. But when it comes to remediation of 
tailings dams we need to predict the future thousands of years from now. This raises 
questions like: 

• What will the world look like in 1000 years? 
• What will the climate be like? 
• How will society be organised? Etc. 
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It is obvious that 1000 years ago the society would never have been able to predict the 
future of today. Looking at just the developments achieved during the last 100 years 
may cause dizziness and developments continue to improve exponentially over time 
making it even harder for us to predict the future in 1000 years from now. There are, 
however, in many places around the world structures and other objects left from 1000 
years back in time or even longer. With the experience that can be derived from the 
performance of these structures we may, to some extent, be able to extrapolate changes 
and conditions 1000 years into the future. That is, however, the philosophy of 
remediation of Swedish tailings dams today. 

Table 2 Phases of a tailings management facility (TMF), (Bjelkevik, 2005d). 

 Phase Detailed phase 

Environmental Assessment 
Preliminary Design  Planning 
Hazard Rating 

Applying and Receiving Permits 
Design 

Detail Design 

Construction Initial Construction 

Operation Operation & ongoing Construction 

Decommissioning 
Remediation Closure 
After Care 

Tim
e 

Long term  

 

In order to analyse and categorise different types of events studied in Bjelkevik (2005b 
and 2005c) definitions of different levels of seriousness of the events were required. 
No national or international definitions were found and definitions were therefore 
proposed in Bjelkevik (2005b) as follows below: 

• Tailings dam failure (F) is an event resulting in the tailings dam structure failing to 
retain what it is designed and constructed to retain, causing an emergency situation 
due to the spill of tailings and/or water.  
Consequences can be human, environmental, economical or cultural. 

• Incident (I) is an unexpected event that happens to a tailings dam that poses a 
threat to the overall dam safety and needs response quickly to avoid a likely dam 
failure. 

• Event driven maintenance (EDM) is an event that could have been expected, but is 
not included in the normal operation of the tailings dam and requires measures to 
be taken in order to prevent further development of the event and/or to lower the 
risk associated with the event. 
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4 Tailings Dams 

4.1 General 

Tailings dams represent one method, used since the beginning of the 2000-century, to 
deposit the mine waste product, tailings, in a controlled way. Tailings dams have two 
primary functions; 1) systems performance and 2) technical performance. The first 
refers to the over all function of the tailings dam, i.e. that the tailings dam has to keep 
tailings and water in place to facilitate the mining operation, i.e. provide for enough 
storage capacity at all times and facilitate the process plant with water, which more 
and more often is provided by circulating water from the tailings dam. The second 
function refers to the geotechnical, hydraulic and environmental performance of the 
tailings dam. The technical performance includes control of; seepage flows through the 
dam, hydraulic gradients, material properties, freeboard, erosion protection etc. in 
order to maintain a stable dam structure in a geotechnical and environmental 
perspective. Environmental performance is basically related to the control of 
environmental impact on the surroundings. For example, seepage water through the 
dam need to be “clean”, otherwise measures for treatment is required before water can 
be released. Dust controlling measures need to be put in place if necessary to prevent 
wind born impacts. 

As mining operations do not carry on forever, the mining company normally wants to 
leave the mine site when the ore is mined out. This has earlier often resulted in large 
environmental problems as materials like tailings, waste rock etc. have been left 
without remediation due to no, or limited, knowledge about the consequences. Today 
the consequences are known, and known to likely cause impact for indefinite time. 
This has resulted in that most authorities, also in Sweden, now require closure plans at 
an early stage in order to avoid this scenario. Closure has today become one of the 
main issues at court proceedings for mining operations in Sweden. Much of the issue 
is about the long term stability of TSF, especially when the water cover method is 
used. In order to discuss the long term stability and the important factors and processes 
related to closure, critical aspects of tailings dam construction will be discussed as 
well.  

4.2 Construction methods 

Tailings dams are dam structures used to create impoundments for storage of tailings. 
The design of these dams varies widely depending on climate, topography, geology, 
extraction process, deposition method etc. The three main categories of constructions 
methods normally used are; upstream, downstream and centreline. They are all three 
discussed in Bjelkevik (2005d).  

One aspect mentioned in Bjelkevik (2005) is that when using the upstream 
construction method a rate of raise less than 2-3 m/year, according to experience, is 
safe. A safe rate of raise is dependent on consolidating properties, like hydraulic 
conductivity and drainage conditions, in order not to reduce the total stress (σ’) by 
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increased pore water pressure. The design criteria must be that consolidation needs to 
take place at the same rate as the increase in pore water pressure. 

In comparison to water retention dams (WRD) the purpose of tailings dams differ with 
regard to; design, construction, operation and closure. Operation of a water retention 
dam is related to the production of hydropower, whereas operation of a tailings dam is 
related to dam construction and storage of tailings. Depending on the construction 
method, and/or deposition method, tailings dams are raised in stages, or continuously, 
as the impoundment fills up. Dam construction is therefore an ongoing process for 
tailings dams, while WRD normally are constructed to their final height from start. 
Some other differences between tailings dams and WRDs are (Bjelkevik, 2005d): 

• The purpose of tailings dams is to store tailings (and water) for infinite time. 
• The tailings are sometime toxic and may cause environmental harm if released. 
• The tailings, if liquefied, will have a density of approximately twice as much as 

water, which may result in more severe damage if the dam fails and the liquefied 
tailings are released. This is due to the higher density causing liquefied tailings to 
destroy more (houses, etc.) in its way compared to “clean” water. 

• A tailings dam can, when the mine is mined out, never be removed, but needs to 
be turned into a long term stable structure. Long term is in this aspect, according to 
the definition made, at least 1000 years. 

The differences listed, result in very different economical conditions for tailings dams 
compared to WRDs. Tailings dams are an additional cost of waste handling for the 
mining industry, whereas the WRD is the basis for water resources management and 
hydropower production. The differences also result in tailings dams requiring a much 
longer time perspective, as they need to be stable both during operation and in a long 
term perspective. The main difference may not be the different time perspectives, but 
the difference in the sense that tailings dams should aim for a supervision and 
maintenance free structure after closure, which requires a different dam safety 
perspective. During operation, however, dam safety is equally important for both types 
of dams.  

A result of the construction methods for tailings dams is that tailings dams are 
basically the only dams under construction in Sweden today. This because the 
hydropower resource is, more or less, entirely expanded and the measures required for 
WRD today are of the character of upgrading the level of dam safety and 
rehabilitation. In this perspective the hydropower industry may have an interest in 
sharing the continued knowledge gained from dam construction within the mining 
industry. 

Tailings dam construction is not only important during operation, but during closure 
and the long term phase as well. In order to avoid high costs at the time for 
remediation of tailings dams, mining companies today tend to design their tailings 
dams long term stable from the beginning. In the following sections some of the most 
important aspects of long term stable tailings dams will be discussed. 
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4.3 Dam Safety 

Dam safety issues have in Sweden been highlighted for tailings dams during the last 
decade. Studies of Swedish dam safety work and statistical data of events at Swedish 
tailings dams have been analysed and presented in Benckert (2003 and 2004) and 
Bjelkevik (2005b and 2005c). 

Dam safety is important for any type of dam, but the more severe the consequence of a 
failure is the more important dam safety issues become. Swedish tailings dams, as well 
as WRDs, are therefore classified according to a hazard rating system (RIDAS, 2002). 
The classification of the dam then constitutes the base for required: 

• discharge capacity 
• freeboard 
• instrumentation 
• supervision 
• inspection etc. 

The dam safety practice at Swedish tailings dams is described in Benckert (2003 and 
2004). All Swedish mining companies have during the 1990s developed OSM-
manuals for their tailings dams. This was a major step forward, also in improving 
tailings dam safety, which is shown in the statistics as well, see Figure 3. The OSM-
manuals gather all information and data relevant for dam safety of a TSF in a 
structured way. The sections covered are: 

• dam safety organisation 
• emergency preparedness plans (EPP) 
• design and construction of dams as well as operation 
• supervision 
• inspection instructions 
• archive of existing documents and drawings 

The most important and difficult issue with regard to the OSM-manuals is, however, 
not the development but the implementation and updating processes. This is an area 
where further engagement and increased efforts are required to fulfil the intended 
purpose of the manuals, i.e. that the manual should be a useful tool in the day to day 
work for the operation of a tailings dam. The implementation of the first OSM 
manuals started in 1999. The author would say, that most of the implementation work 
has only been initiated and needs further efforts in order to fully achieve the purpose. 
It is the same for the updating process, which in many cases has stopped at the dam 
safety organisation, where names are changed when key persons change position, 
leave or join the company. In many cases the updating procedure is haltering due to a 
decision waiting for which media the manual should use, i.e. card copy or company 
intranet. As the tailings dams are constructed in stages (or continuously) the updating 
process needs to be the same, or at least be carried out once a year. In order to improve 
this, the Swedish mining industry has initiated a M.Sc. thesis project (Isaksson and 
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Lundström, 2005) in which a database for tailings dams and for reporting of events at 
tailings dams was developed. 

During operation the level of safety can be brought in line with current requirements as 
time goes. After closure, when the mining company leave the area, the level of safety 
needs to be adequate for all possible future events. The acceptance level of safety in a 
long term perspective has, however, not yet been defined, which results in no specific 
guidelines or requirements for long term design and construction of tailings dams. 

4.3.1 Failures and incidents 

In order to see how Swedish tailings dams operate today, incidents and failures were 
investigated by Bjelkevik (2005b and 2005c) and Isaksson and Lundström (2005). The 
purpose of this investigation was to find the cause of unwanted events at tailings dams 
today and to see if this information can be used in long term design of tailings dams. 
The data was compared to available international statistics (ICOLD, 2001), but as the 
international data is more incomplete than the Swedish data, this provided limited 
information, even though it could be seen that the result in general was about the same.  

The two main conclusions from the performed analysis of in total 58 events at Swedish 
tailings dams, i.e. failures (F), incidents (I) and event driven maintenance (EDM) (see 
section 3 “Definitions”) during a 60-year period are: 

1) data is not complete 
2) the analysis would be much more interesting if the total number of dams were 

known and not just the those where events have taken place 

However, the data analysed is the data accessible in Sweden today, but hopefully the 
mining industry, and especially the Swedish mining industry, will be able to register 
and store data in a more systematic way from now on in order to improve the statistical 
database from which lessons can be learnt. 

Most of the known events at Swedish tailings dams (70%) have occurred during the 
last 15 years, with a peak during 1998, see Figure 3. From then on the number of 
events are decreasing. This pattern is believed to be due to the increased dam safety 
awareness in the Swedish mining sector during 1996-1998, resulting in OSM-manuals 
and increased reporting etc..  

The three main causes of events are structural, internal erosion and water related 
causes. Structural is an event caused by malfunction, faults and/or deficiencies in 
design or construction of the dam, foundation or associated structures. Internal erosion 
is an event where a severe process of internal erosion has damaged the dam body, 
which may be indicated by visible damage on the face of the dam, for example by 
sinkholes, piping, settlements, or cracks. The reason for internal erosion is often lack 
of adequate filters, i.e. filters not fulfilling filter requirements. Water related events 
appear when the level of impounded water or tailings slurry increases to a level high 
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enough to result in dam safety problems. The extreme case is equal to overtopping of 
the dam. 
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Figure 3  Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance per year from 

1990 to 2004. (Bjelkevik, 2005b) 

Table 3 shows the number of events for each category as well as the number of events 
as percent of total number of events (58) and the number of dams as percent of total 
number of dams (32) included in the statistics for each category. Low percentage of 
the number of dams in relation to total number of dams represents the case where there 
is a few number of dams having several events, i.e. when one (or a few) dams have 
several events (each). For example this can be seen to be the case for internal erosion, 
where the difference in percentage between events and dams is low, which correspond 
to few dams having repeated events. Internal erosion has, however, not resulted in a 
failure of a dam, as have structural, water and operational causes. Operational is an 
event caused by man, for example deposition malfunction, water levels not operated 
properly, improper maintenance work etc. The reason why the number of dams in 
relation to total number of reported dams get a total of more than 100% is that in 
several cases the same dam is involved in more than one event. 

Table 3 Statistics of the most common causes of events at Swedish tailings dams 
during the period 1944-2004. Data from Bjelkevik (2005c). 
EDM=event driven maintenance. 

Cause No. of 
failures 

No. of 
incidents

No. of 
EDM 

No. of 
events 

No. of events in 
relation to total 
no. of reported 

events 

No. of dams in 
relation to total 
no. of reported 

dams 
Structural 3 8 3 14 24.1% 31% 
Internal Erosion 0 8 3 11 19.0% 22% 
Water Related 2 7 1 10 17.2% 25% 
Operational 1 5 0 6 10.3% 16% 
Other causes    17 29.3% 34% 

Total %:     99.9% 128% 
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The most common tailings dam type in Sweden is the staged conventional 
embankment, i.e. in principle a WRD dam built in stages, which represent nearly 70% 
of all reported dams. This category also stands for most of the events (66%). Other 
parameters like, dam age at time of event, dam height, fill material etc. were analysed 
but did not show any specific correlations, which is hypothesized to be due to 
incomplete data.  

The M.Sc. thesis by Isaksson and Lundström (2005) used the partial least squares 
regression method (PLS method) to analyse the same data as presented in Table 3 on 
events at Swedish tailings dams. The method itself will not be described here, as this is 
beyond the scope of this study. A detailed description of the method is given in 
Isaksson and Lundström (2005) (in Swedish), Abdi (2003), Eriksson et. al. (2001) and 
others. Generally speaking, the method looks at all possible correlations between 
parameters in a set of data. The data consist of a set of predicting variables and in this 
case one response variable, i.e. the level/seriousness of the event (failure, incident or 
EDM). The result of the analysis is a loading diagram, score diagrams and a 
performance table, see Figure 5-7.  

The loading diagram shows the relation between predicting variables and the response 
variable. The response variable “H-grad” is the level or the seriousness of the event, 
i.e. failure, incident or event driven maintenance (EDM). A high value on variables to 
the right of origin and close to the response has a low seriousness with regard to the 
type of event, i.e. of EDM. High values on variables to the left of origin and far away 
from the response (”H-grad”) are of high seriousness, i.e. failure. Variables close to 
origin are of insignificant importance. Variables close to each other represent co-
variation and variables apart from each other represent the opposite. 

The difference between points in the x-direction in the diagrams is of higher 
importance than the difference in the y-direction. This is shown in Figure 4 where the 
variation of the data in the projection on to the first component (“Comp[1]”) is 
represented to 50% (accumulated value, “R2Y(cum)”). Whereas the introduction of a 
second component (“Comp[2]”) only increases the accumulated value (“R2Y(cum)”) 
with about 7%. This means that the model is not improved by introducing a second 
component. Diagrams are presented with two components in order to improve the 
readability, but the data could have been presented by only using one component, i.e. 
by only plot the results along the x-axis.  

The possible predictability of the model is low. The model is only able to predict the 
response (“H-grad”) to about 20% (see “Q2(cum)” in Figure 4) with regard to the first 
component. This indicates that the model is not appropriate to use for making 
predictions. In general a Q2(cum)-value above10% is believed to be better than just 
making a guess and a Q2(cum)-value between 30% and 50% indicates a relatively 
good prediction level. In order to reach a level for making rather certain predictions a 
Q2(cum)-value above 70% should be aimed at (Brundin, 2005). When the second 
component is introduced, the Q2-value decreases to about 12%, which indicates that 
the second component does not contribute to improve the model. It rather results in 
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disturbance only. The model can therefore not be used for making predictions, but can 
very well serve as a tool for explaining relations between different data. 

 
 
Figure 4  The accumulated performance of the analysis for one and two analysed 
components respectively (Isaksson and Lundström, 2005).  
R2Y(cum) shows how well the variation of the data is represented by the model. 
Q2(cum) shows how appropriate the model is to use for making predictions. 

The score diagram shows each observation, i.e. registered event. Observations close to 
each other have similar properties. By superimposing the score diagram onto the 
loading diagram, information about the properties of each observation can be gathered.  

The result from this PLS analysis shown in the loading diagram in Figure 5, is that 
tailings dams with high dam height (“Dammhöjd”), long dam crest (“Krönlängd”), 
constructed of earth and rock fill material (“E/Rmtrl”) and where the event was 
initiated by seepage (“Lev”) the seriousness of the event was low (i.e. mainly EDM). 
This is found as these triangles are close to the response (“H-grad”). Whereas TSFs 
with low and short dam crests (opposite to the above), the dam type being staged 
conventional (“Btyp”) constructed of earth fill (“Emtrl”) or earth fill and tailings 
(“E/Tmtrl”) and where the event was initiated by structural (“Stev”), operational 
(“Oev”) or water level deficiencies (“Wev”) the level of the event was high (i.e mainly 
failure). The conclusion that dams that are high and have a long dam crest are less 
susceptible to events is not obvious and may be due to incomplete set of data and the 
fact that tailings dams get higher and higher with time. When the dams get higher they 
benefit from the fact that the level of dam safety has improved with time as well as the 
fact that the safety tend to improve with the size of the dam as well. 
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Figure 5 Loading diagram from a PLS analysis on events at Swedish tailings dams 
(Isaksson and Lundström, 2005). Green triangles show initiation cause, 
red dam types, blue fill material, and turquoise parameters like length of 
crest, dam height, production, dam age and foot print area. 

Green: cause of event Red: dam type Blue: fill material Turquoise: properties 
Lev Seepage  Atyp WRD E/Rmtrl Earth & Krönlängd Crest  
Yev External Dtyp Seepage dam   rock fill length
IERev Internal erosion      of rock fill  Rmtrl Rock fill Dammhöjd Dam
Iev Ice & Frost E2typ CL of tailings Tmtrl Tailings height
Stev Structural Btyp Staged WRD C/Rmtrl Concrete  Prod Production 
Oev Operational E4typ US of tailings & rock fill Logålder Dam age 
Wev Water related   E/Tmtrl Earth & Mag.area Foot print

     tailings  area 
    Emtrl Earth fill   

The first score diagram, Figure 6, has events plotted for each facility. Events at the 
same facility tend to be close to each other, see for example Malmberget (ma), 
Zinkgruvan (zi) and three of the events at Laisvall (la), which indicate that the events 
are of the same character as well as the properties of the dams. Facilities to the right in 
the diagram are of low seriousness (i.e. EDM), as opposite to the facilities to the left.

The second score diagram, Figure 7, was plotted for the type of ore mined at the 
facility, i.e. ferrous ore (“f”) and non ferrous (“n”). It can be seen that most ferrous 
(“f”) facilities are situated to the right in the diagram, indicating that the seriousness of 
the events that has occurred at these facilities are low, i.e. EDM or incidents. Whereas 
the events at non ferrous (“n”) facilities mainly are situated to the left indicating that 
these events are failures and incidents. 
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Figure 6 Score diagram from PLS analysis on events at Swedish tailings dams, 
indicating at which mine site each event has occurred. (Isaksson and 
Lundström, 2005). 

 
Figure 7 Score diagram from PLS analysis on events at Swedish tailings dams, 

indicating the type of ore being mined at each site where an event has 
occurred. n=non ferrous and f=ferrous ore. (Isaksson and Lundström, 
2005). 
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The results from using this PLS method are in agreement with the results derived 
earlier. The benefit from this method is that no correlations are missed, as it is possible 
to combine an unlimited number of parameters. The PLS method therefore becomes a 
valuable tool in finding the most important relationships between the parameters 
analysed, which then can be analysed in more detail. 

4.3.2 Conclusions with respect to a long term perspective 

With regard to the above, the most significant causes of events are structural, 
operational and water related events. Internal erosion has this far not resulted in any 
failures, but in a long term perspective this may be the case if the process is not 
interrupted, as it can be, and has been, due to observations during operation. Swedish 
tailings dams with a history of events where internal erosion has been the initiating 
cause should not be remediated by the water cover method, as there may still be 
deficiencies within the dam that are difficult to take actions against as they are located 
with in the dam. 

Causes initiated by structural deficiencies are to nearly 50% associated with the 
construction of moraine cores or the quality of the moraine. Other structural causes are 
deficient design of decant towers and incorrect water balances. The latter resulting in 
dams not managing the amount of tailings and water that they are supposed to store. 
With the statistics available, it seems like the construction material moraine is 
associated with problems due to incorrect design of the dam (i.e. often moraine on the 
downstream part of the dam instead of the upstream) or incorrect placement during 
construction resulting in local zones of weaknesses. In a long term perspective it is 
therefore important to know that the design is appropriate for the expected function of 
the dam and that the construction has been carried out according to standard 
requirements for moraine in order to avoid: 

• separation at placement and compaction 
• elimination of coarse particles (i.e. stones) 
• placing and compaction of the material at the right density and optimum water 

content etc. 

According to the statistics, some of the Swedish TSFs with dams constructed of 
moraine do not have adequate stability in a long term perspective and should therefore 
preferably be remediated according to the dry cover method if improvements and/or 
changes are not made. 

A general conclusion is, that lessons should continuously be learnt from existing and 
coming events at tailings dams. The history of events for a specific tailings dam should 
also be used in the remediation planning in order to reduce existing deficiencies and/or 
to design the most appropriate remediation. The remediation, or closure, plans for a 
tailings dam therefore need to be evaluated and updated continuously during the 
lifetime of a tailings dam. 
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4.4 Critical aspects 

In the planning and design of tailings dams several aspects need to be considered. In 
the following the most critical aspects of long term design of tailings dams will be 
discussed. 

4.4.1 Non-technical aspects 

When planning and designing for closure of a TSF several aspects need to be 
considered, not only technical, but also economical, social, political and when 
appropriate also ethical aspects. These non-technical aspects may be looked upon 
differently from country to country and from region to region, but they still affect the 
closure of a TSF in many ways. Some of them will be discussed in the following. 

When planning for closure, the possibility of re-opening the mine or re-mine the 
tailings have to be considered. This may be possible, when prices on metals increase. 
The possibilities of a future increase in prices are high due to the fact that metals are a 
non-renewable natural resource and that the world population is increasing as well as 
the per capita rate of consumption. The increase in metal prises has already come and 
the question is rather how strong and for how long it will last. Many of the developing 
countries are making significant progress and their strong demand is the reason for the 
increase in prices on metals. This far, the increase is primarily related to the rapid 
economical development in China, but more countries will probably follow in the near 
future. The remediation of a TSF should therefore consider the possibility of re-mining 
the tailings. However, this should not be a reason not to remediate TSFs properly. 

In some regions as for example South America, Asia and Africa, the activities of 
artisanal miners and small-scale mining have to be considered as well. For example, in 
Ghana 60-70% of all diamonds are produced by artisanal and small-scale mining. 

The final land use of a mine site area is important for future activities in the area. This 
can be very important for the local population, especially in areas where a community 
has grown up around the mine and the mine has been the main employer. However, in 
Sweden this is not presently a major issue, as our operating mines still have ore 
reserves for decades to come. In the cases where Swedish mines have closed down and 
no other work has been available at this place, most people have had the opportunity to 
move to other mine areas or other places where work could be found. 

Another aspect to consider in the choice of cover design is the use of natural materials 
for the remediation. This is especially important for dry covers, which requires large 
volumes of materials. Remediation of one area must not devastate another. In Sweden 
moraine is a common natural borrow material, suitable for both dam construction and 
remediation purposes. The dry cover method sometimes requires up to 2-3 m of 
moraine over the whole foot print area of the TSF. These large amounts of moraine 
can, however, in some cases damage the borrow area more severe than the positive 
effect of the remediation cover itself.  
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What also should be considered is the ethical aspect of the fact that we demand metals, 
but most of us do not want to have the mine next door, i.e. a “not in my backyard” 
issue. A Swedish example of this problem is uranium. We use nuclear power, but we 
do not want to mine uranium within our country, even though we have uranium. We 
do not regard the fact, that our nuclear power may result in other people, in other 
countries, having to live with the negative consequences from uranium mining. 

 

Finally, wee need to keep in mind that we can not 
know what the world, Europe, Scandinavia or even 
Sweden, will look like in thousand years from now. 
How will the governmental structure be? How 
integrated will Sweden become in the European 
Union (EU) and in the rest of the world? Decisions 
might not be related to countries in the future and 
the borders of the countries will defiantly change. In 
Figure 8 one example is given how the borders of 
Sweden has changed since year 1100.  

Figure 8 The borders of Sweden year 1100 AC. At 1120 Jämtland was lost to 
Norway (green area), and at 1150 western Finland was conquered (orage 
area). 

4.4.2 Material properties 

Material used for construction of tailings dams varies. For example, in Sweden 
moraine has often been used due to good supplies of this borrow material, whereas in 
other countries the tailings material itself is more often used. The trend in Sweden 
during the last 5-10 years is, however, changing to an increased use of tailings as 
construction material for tailings dams. The following aspects are the reason for the 
change: 

• legacy requirements for borrow areas have increased 
• volumes of material for each rise (downstream or centreline construction) increase 

with increasing height 
• available borrow areas are located more far away from the dam sites as the borrow 

areas in the vicinity has already been used 

The aspects above results in decreased costs for dam construction material when using 
tailings compared to borrow material, i.e. moraine. Tailings are continuously being 
produced at the plant and are, if the properties are known and adequate, normally a 
good construction material. Tailings are the result from the crushing and milling of 
rock to fine sand in order to extract valuable metals. The tailings are therefore a natural 
material produced in an artificial way (crushing and milling). 
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The change of construction method, from downstream or centreline construction, using 
moraine, to upstream construction, using tailings, at some of the Swedish tailings dams 
has sometimes resulted in implications. The upstream construction method requires 
(ICOLD, 1996): 

• drainage at the bottom of the dam 
• good segregation (i.e. good separation of coarse and fine particles) in the dam-

zone 
• a beach wide enough to achieve a low hydraulic gradient 

Based upon experience, this gives a good stability of the dam. 

When a tailings dam originally is constructed like a staged WRD of moraine according 
to the downstream or centreline method the foundation for the upstream part of the 
dam is sealed, as the moraine dam is “watertight”. If this should be successful the 
importance of the beach and segregation of the tailings have to be fully understood, 
which has not always been the case in Sweden during the 1980’s and 1990’s. For 
example, upstream tailings dams have been operated without a beach and/or without 
deposition of tailings from the dam crest (i.e. without using cyclones, spigots etc.), 
which result in an operation not appropriate for this type of dam construction method. 
Circumstances like this have, according to the statistics presented earlier, resulted in 
incidents, such as internal erosion and high pore pressures or high hydraulic gradients. 
Today the functions of different construction methods are better understood and 
changes have been made where necessary. For example, the spigot method is now 
used in Aitik and the dam crest has been widened with 30 m of tailings in Zinkgruvan 
in order to push the free water surface away from the original dam crest. 

In order to use tailings as a construction material the properties of tailings need to be 
known. The characteristics of tailings are dependent of the origin of the ore, the 
extraction process used and the deposition method used. The first two, origin and 
process used, will primarily affect the grain size distribution, the characteristics of the 
grains (grain density, friction angle etc.) and the chemical characteristics of the 
material. The last, deposition method, will primarily affect the structure of the tailings 
in place, i.e. bulk density, void ration, porosity, hydraulic conductivity, friction angle 
etc. Normally, tailings within an impoundment are layered due to the way of 
deposition in thin layers and due to seasonal variations. The typical characteristics of 
tailings are (Bjelkevik 2005d): 

• Angular particles, often less than 0,01-0,1 mm in size 
• High water content 
• Low to moderate hydraulic conductivity 
• Low plasticity 
• Low to moderate shear strength 
• High to moderate compressibility 
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The characteristics of tailings differ somewhat in comparison to natural materials. In 
Bjelkevik and Knutsson (2005a) the results from sampling and testing of Swedish 
tailings were compared to natural materials. It was showed that: 

• Grain densities of tailings are approximately up to 60% higher than for “normal 
geological material”, i.e. 2.8-4.2 t/m3 

• Compaction tests of tailings give an optimum dry density of approximately 1.7-2.7 
t/m3 and optimum water content of approximately 10-17%, whereas moraine and 
sand normally have optimum dry density values of 2.0-2.2 t/m3 and 1.7-2.0 t/m3 
respectively and optimum water content values of 5-9% and 10-18% respectively 

• Tailings can be compacted to a void ratio down to around 0.6, which is similar to 
natural silty materials, whereas minimum void ratios for sand are in the range of 
0.4-0.45 

• The hydraulic conductivity of tailings was from laboratory tests found to vary 
between 1.0-18.7*10-6 m/s, which is typical for silt 

4.4.3 Long term stability 

Long term stability is the stability of a tailings dam for 1000 years, or more, without 
requirements for supervision and/or maintenance. Is it possible to design such a dam? 
The answer is not easy to give because we do not have much experience of such long 
design periods. We therefore need to look at ancient dam structures, of which there 
still are a few in the world today. Another alternative is to study natural formations 
with the purpose to dam water. These structures are here referred to as natural 
analogues to tailings dams. The knowledge about these types of structures today is 
limited, at least with respect to tailings dam remediation.  

Present long term design for tailings dams in Sweden is based upon the knowledge we 
have today about natural analogies, i.e. about natural moraine formations from the last 
glacial period. These structures have been stable for approximately 10 000 years and 
can therefore give indications on how to design for long term performance. Tailings 
dams do, however, not always have the same characteristics as the analogies, 
especially not if the tailings dams are constructed of tailings. The differences in 
material properties therefore become important to understand and especially, how 
these differences in material properties affect the long term stability.  

Long term remediation design must consider potential environmental impacts from the 
TSF, the long term containment of the deposited tailings and the physical stability of 
the structure. For the water cover closure method the first two criteria will be fulfilled 
to a large extent if the third is, that is if the tailings dams are stable the possibility of 
keeping the water cover and reduce seepage will be maximised. The physical stability 
of the dams is therefore critical. Conditions for physical stability include stability 
against: 

• slope failure, including settlements etc. 
• extreme events (seismic and climatic)  
• slow deterioration processes 
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4.4.4 Slope stability 

One, or a combination, of slip surfaces, external or internal erosion are normally the 
cause of slope instability, see Bjelkevik (2005d). Erosion processes are covered under 
4.4.6 “Slow deterioration processes”. Tailings dam slope stability, during both 
operation and long term, is influenced by a number of factors: 

• the geometry of the dam (e.g. the relationship between slope angle and beach 
width) 

• dam construction performance 
• the pore water pressures (hydraulic gradient) 
• material properties (hydraulic conductivity, friction angle, cohesion and density 

etc.) 
• stress conditions 
• rapid changes in water levels (more important for WRDs) 

These factors affect each other, meaning that if one change it will affect the others. For 
example, if the beach width is reduced, i.e. the geometry is changed, it will affect the 
pore pressures, hydraulic gradient and the drainage path, which in turn change the 
stress conditions and the conditions for internal erosion. It is therefore very important 
to understand the relationships and how these factors affect each other.  

Positive pore water pressures develop as soon as a material becomes saturated. If there 
is a difference in water level, as normally is the case for a dam, a hydraulic gradient 
develops as well, and gives raise to seepage flow trough the dam. Seepage is water (or 
fluid) flowing through the dam material. At a flow rate high enough, the force on the 
material will start to move fine particles. When particles start to move the process of 
internal erosion is initiated, see section 4.4.6 “Slow deterioration processes”. Pore 
water pressures (u) affect the stress (σ) condition and thus the effective stress  
(σ’=σ-u). The strength of a soil material is directly a function of σ’ and have therefore 
a direct effect on the stability of the slope of the dam. The maximum hydraulic 
gradient a material or a slope can resist without internal erosion or slope failure, 
depend mainly on the properties of the material and the inclination of the slope. 

The safety of slopes is often presented as a factor of safety (FS) against slope failure. 
The FS is equal to unity when mobilized shear strength in a sloping soil mass is equal 
to the actual shear strength. The dam slope is stable when the FS>1.0. The higher the 
FS, the more stable the slope of the dam is. As there are uncertainties in input data 
there will be a statistical spread of the results, resulting in that a satisfactory stability 
actually mean that the probability against failure need to be low enough, see Figure 9 
and Bjelkevik (2005d).  

Stability of dams during operation is well known and described in literature, see Lamb 
and Whitman (1979), Vick (1990) and others. A FS of 1.5 is often said to be 
satisfactory for normal conditions during operation according to RIDAS (2002) and 
other guidelines. There are no criteria for long term stability of dams and it is 
extremely difficult to determine such criteria due to many uncertainties in a long term 
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perspective. For example the long term effect on properties like material properties 
and loading conditions etc. are not known or fully understood today.  

 

Figure 9 Statistical spread for two examples with a factor of safety (FS) of 1.5 
(curve A) and 1.3 (curve B) respectively, but with the same probability for 
failure. Curve B is associated with more thorough investigations, which 
gives a more accurate result (less spread) than curve A and thus allows 
for a lower FS. Bjelkevik (2005d) 

In Sweden, Equation 1 is used in order to determine the long term stability of the 
slopes of remediated tailing dams. This equation is presented in the literature, for 
example by Tell et. al. (1961), Lamb and Whitman (1979) and others. The equation 
takes the effect of pore water pressures and seepage into account, and is valid for 
homogenous, infinite slopes of friction material with a ground water flow parallel to 
the surface of the slope. These conditions may be reached in the lower portions of 
natural slopes, as shown in Figure 10. For tailings dams, all requirements for this 
equation are normally not fulfilled. The slope is not of infinite length and the seepage 
flow (i.e. the hydraulic gradient) is not parallel to the slope surface. How these 
differences affect the result is, however, not analysed in this report nor elsewhere. This 
may make the equation questionable to use. 

 
β
φ

γ
γ

tan
'tan

'1
' ⋅

+
=FS   Equation 1 

Where: FS=factor of safety 
 φ’=friction angle of material 
 β=slope angle 
 γ’=γsat-γw = saturated unit weight - unit weight of water 
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Figure 10 Seepage in a natural slope. (Lamb and Whitman, 1979). 

However, the difference in conditions normally put the tailings dam on the “safe side”. 
The dam construction material is nearly homogenous as long as the dam is constructed 
of tailings. The material may normally become coarser in the downstream direction 
due to the segregation of fine and coarse particles during sedimentation. The slope is 
not of infinite length, but tailings dams are normally hundreds of meters long and the 
ground water flow (or hydraulic gradient) is normally lower then parallel to the slope 
surface. Equation 1 is therefore believed to be the best design tool we have today, even 
though we do not know how much on the “safe side” we are. 

One of the main conditions to strive for, i.e. for long term stable dams, is a low 
hydraulic gradient. This is, at the same time, one of the characteristics for tailings 
dams constructed according to the upstream method, which normally makes this 
construction type suitable for closure designs, see Figure 11. For downstream 
construction, the hydraulic gradient is normally much steeper, especially when low 
permeable materials like moraine is used in the upstream zone of the dam, see Figure 
12. The interaction of the tailings and the sealing material is therefore of special 
importance for downstream construction in the long term perspective. (Eurenius, 
2005).  

Figure 11 Upstream construction using 
tailings as construction 
material, with a low hydraulic 
gradient. 

Figure 12 Downstream construction 
with a high hydraulic 
gradient, due to moraine as 
sealing material in the 
upstream zone. 

The choice of the required FS, probability of failure, calculation method etc. for long 
term design has to be analysed for each case and each loading condition. The author 
believes that one the most difficult parts in designing a long term stable slope will be 
to cover all possible long term situations (loading conditions), including climate 
changes. 

HYDRAULIC GRADIENT 

HYDRAULIC 
          GRADIENT 

MORAINE 
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4.4.5 Extreme events 

Extreme events include floods, droughts, earthquakes, land- and rockslides and high 
winds. All these events will most likely occur in a long term perspective. It is difficult 
to predict the extremity of these events in a long term perspective due to the limited 
historical data on climate (approximately just up to 200 years at the most) and the 
ongoing climate change that most scientists believe will come. What we can be sure of 
(Vick, 2001) is that the events will increase in magnitude over time and never 
decrease. This is due to the fact that future extreme events can never be less than 
extreme events that we have already experienced. If that would be the case, the events 
would not be extreme. 

Climate research is a field of its own and will not be part of this thesis, but it is, 
however, important to emphasise the significance of using “correct” magnitudes for 
these kinds of events in the long term design. What the design magnitude should be in 
each case is unfortunately not easy to determine. We only know that they will be 
higher compared to values used during operation. 

4.4.6 Slow deterioration processes 

Slow deterioration processes affect all ground formations and materials over time. For 
tailings dams they can normally be controlled during operation, but in a long term 
perspective they need to be incorporated in the design in order not to cause serious 
damage. The processes discussed in this context are: 

• weathering of fill materials 
• water and wind erosion (divided in external and internal erosion) 
• frost and ice forces 
• intrusion by vegetation and animals 

Weathering can be mechanical, chemical and biological. In this case it is assumed to 
be the weathering of the material in its original place or position, in distinction to 
processes where the particles are moved, i.e. erosion and ice forces as well as intrusion 
by vegetation and animals. Even though chemical and biological weathering are 
important, they will not be described or discussed here. Mechanical weathering of 
particles is mainly related to crushing due to the weight of material above and the 
corresponding contact pressure. Tailings, as a crushed material, are extremely angular 
and the sharp edged corners of the angular particles result in small contact areas 
between the particles and therefore high contact pressure. This result in angular 
particles being crushed more easily compared to rounded ones (i.e. in this case natural 
geological materials/sediments). 

Erosion can be internal or external. Both types can more or less be controlled during 
operation, especially external erosion that is easier to see and detect than internal 
erosion. External erosion is erosion on the slopes of, in this case, a tailings dam. The 
water causing external erosion comes from precipitation, water (waves), wind, frost 
and ice. After remediation the slopes need to be long term stable without maintenance 
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requirements. This means that the material on the surface of the slopes needs to be 
long term erosion resistant. Factors affecting the rate of erosion are (Bjelkevik, 
2005d): 

• slope length 
• slope angle 
• friction angle of surface material 
• rain intensity 

Of these factors the last cannot be controlled, while the others might, to some extent. 
Observations of the interaction between these parameters have shown that erosion 
rates increase with slope length, but decrease both at very flat and very steep slope 
angles. The larger the friction angle of the material is the lower the rate of erosion 
becomes. What is sufficient for long term stability is still difficult to define and 
experience from natural analogies need to be studied, i.e. natural formations in the 
surrounding landscape that has been stable for a long time. (Blight and Amponsah-Da 
Costa, 1999). 

Internal erosion in dams is the transport of particles within the pores of the dam 
construction material and is caused by natural leakage, or seepage, i.e. water flowing 
through the dam. The transport of particles is controlled by local hydraulic and 
geometric conditions. Fine particles (normally clay and silt fractions) start to move 
with the water flow when the hydraulic gradient becomes high enough for the actual 
material, i.e. the critical hydraulic gradient. At this point the water flow reaches a 
velocity high enough to move particles. (Bartsch, 1995). 

Internal erosion is a process that we know have been, or is, ongoing in several dams, 
both tailings dams and WRDs (compare section 4.3.1 “Failures and incidents”). We 
see the results of internal erosion in the form of sinkholes, turbid seepage water etc.. 
Investigations of the processes of internal erosion have not been extensive and very 
little is therefore found in the literature. It is the opinion of the author that the process 
of internal erosion is the most important process within a tailings dam in the long term 
perspective. The reason for this is that we do not know exactly how the process is 
initiated or developing in different materials. We need to find out more about this 
process as a remediated and closed tailings dam will not have any person present to 
detect or take measures to prevent a failure due to this if the process is allowed to 
continue.  

Sherard and Dunnigan (1989) have performed several tests on different materials (base 
materials) protected by filters fulfilling the design criteria. For a base material of fine 
silt or clay, with a high fines content (>15%), erosion of the base material choked the 
voids of the filter skin. This choked layer had a thickness of about 1.0 mm or less, and 
was stable under a gradient of 40 000:1. For a base material of silty and clayey sand 
with low fine contents (8-15% finer than sieve No. 200, or 0,06 mm), no erosion took 
place. As the water pressure was increased during the tests, the effective compressive 
stresses acting on the base soil particles also increased, thus increasing the frictional 
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resistance and preventing particle movement in a compensatory amount. The tests 
showed that: 

• the test results were independent of the water pressure, i.e. the erosion was 
independent of the hydraulic gradient (up to a gradient of 20 000:1) 

• the shearing strength of this base material is important for the resistance against 
internal erosion 

• the filter boundary varies as a function of the angularity of the grains. 

For remediated tailings dams hydraulic gradients of 14° (equal to 1:4), i.e. half the 
friction angle of moraine, is according to Eurenius (2005) believed to provide long 
term stability of tailings dams. This results in an improvement of the safety with over 
10 000 times in comparison to Sherard and Dunnigan (1989) test results. This seems to 
be a sensational improvement of the safety to many, i.e. Eurenius (2005) and others. 
However, others, i.e. SNV11, state that the hydraulic gradient needs to be as low as 
1:50 to 1:20, which are gradients found in natural analogies. These “natural” gradients 
are, however, not studied in detail, but are the average gradient between two known 
water levels. Studies of how these natural analogies actually have developed and how 
they function with respect to the hydraulic gradient need to be clarified. Research 
about the effect of the hydraulic gradient on the materials used in tailings dams and the 
long term stability of tailings dams is of great interest. (Eurenius, 2005). 

Seepage points may develop on the downstream slope of a dam, which may cause 
erosion. In order to find out if tailings material can be stable against erosion from 
seepage points at a certain slope angle, a M.Sc. thesis project was carried out, 
Aronsson and Björk (2004). The project included “small full scale” tests on two 
tailings slopes, one sloping 1:6 and the other 1:4. The conclusion from this study was 
that the seepage point itself does not constitute the critical point, with regard to the risk 
of external erosion on the slope. It is rather the face of the slope below the seepage 
point down to the dam toe that is exposed to the risk of erosion. This is due to the total 
accumulated flow of seepage water, and possible additional precipitation, that may 
cause erosion. The erosion damage will start at the toe of the dam. The maximum 
water flow a tailings material at a specific slope angle can withstand, i.e. the capacity 
against external water erosion, was therefore determined to be the critical aspect. How 
to determine the maximum water flow for a specific material is, however, not yet 
analysed. 

Frost and ice forces represent cyclic processes in cold climates. They are external 
and/or internal. External ice forces act for example on the dam face due to freezing of 
the impounded water. Internal frost and ice forces are normally related to freezing and 
thawing of the ground and the dam. This may result in changes in the material 
structure and its properties, for example changes in hydraulic conductivity and void 
ratio etc.. Freezing and thawing might cause compaction or consolidation of the 
material. Weather the material will become denser or looser depend on the type of 
material, i.e. grain size, structure, availability of water, freezing rate etc.. Critical 

                                                 
11 Svenska Naturvårdsverket, i.e. Swedish Environmental Protection Agency.  
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sections within a dam requiring compacted dense material therefore need to be at a 
depth below the maximum frost penetration.  

Vegetation and animals in the surroundings to a TSF will with time intrude the 
remediated area. It is therefore important to incorporate the effect of the characteristics 
of possible intruding species into the design. 
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5 Ancient structures 

Research on remediation of tailings dams can be related to other research fields, 
especially when it comes to cover design. The methodology in designing covers, as 
well as the potential problems, are the same or similar, to landfill covers and to 
remediation of industrial waste deposits (Carlsson, 2002). For remediation of TSFs by 
water cover, where dam stability is critical, possible comparisons with ancient 
structures are more severe to do. However, there are some adjacent fields of interest 
from which some experiences can be useful top draw for the design of the long term 
stability of tailings dams. These are described and discussed below. 

Blight and Amponsah-Da Costa (1999) have investigated ancient mounds in China, 
which are comparable to tailings dams. The study was performed in order to find out 
what an erosion resistant tailings slope should look like. Several ancient man-made 
monumental mounds have stable slopes with a slope angle varying from 16° to 28°, 
see Figure 13. In Table 4 a summary of the data for each mounds are given. 

 

Figure 13 Profiles of ancient earth mounds in China (Blight and Amponsah-Da 
Costa, 1999). 

Table 4 Compilation of data on ancient mounds in China investigated by Blight 
and Amponsah-Da Costa (1999). 

No. Name Date, BP Slope angel Height now Material Climate 
1 Xia Kingdom 900-700 54° - loess desert 
2 Qin Shi Huan 2200 16° 52 m     
3 Liu Che 2100 28° 46 m     
4 Gaozong 1320 22° -         

alluvium 
and loess 

semi-
arid 

climates
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The characteristics of a natural erosion-resistant slope were by Blight and Amponsah-
Da Costa (1999) deduced to be: 

• relatively flat slopes 
• increasing percentage of vegetation counting from top to bottom (i.e. more 

vegetation at the bottom of the slope compared to the top) 
• decreasing percentage of gravel and boulders (i.e. more gravel and boulders at the 

top of the slope compared to the bottom)  
• decreasing percentage of bare soil (i.e. more bare soil at the top of the slope 

compared to the bottom) 

Lindsey et. al. (1983) investigated the long term stability of man-made earth structures 
for the purpose of long term stabilisation techniques for uranium tailings 
impoundments. The investigated mounds, burial or entombment sites, were up to 6000 
years old. Table 5 shows the age and size of some of the sites investigated. 

Table 5 Compilation of data on long term stability of man-made earth structures 
by Lindsey et. al. (1983). Structures are burial and entombment sites. 

Continent Year old Dimensions in meters [m]  
  L x W φ H  
Poland 5 600 50-100 x 7-10  3-4 
British Isles 5 200 

4 600 
40 x 6-12  

165 
2-3 
40 

Russia 3 200  45 4-9 
Asia 2 700  270 50 

Legend: 
L=length, 
W=with, 
φ=diameter, 
H=height. 

North Africa 2 000  76 11  
Eastern America 3 000-3 500 

1 300-3 000 
 1200 

200 
2 

23 
 

Western America 1 000 29 x 22  3  

The conclusions of the investigation by Lindsey et. al. (1983) are that the following 
design features and location conditions for long term stable dams should be aimed at, 
due to stability reasons: 

• use of long term stable materials in surrounding dams. 
• use of flat slopes. 
• use of rock covering. 
• located far away from river migration. 
• no use of brick-like materials for construction as it is sensitive to settlements 

(leading to cracks). 
• unfriendly environment for rodents as they dig burrows and displace cover 

material. 
• unfriendly environment for large trees as their roots penetrate the cover. 
• no sharp edges or corners as they are subjected to erosion and weathering. 
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What Lindsay et. al. (1983) found impressive was that the survival rate of the 
investigated mounds was remarkably high. Although erosion forces have affected the 
structures, the activities of man seem to have contributed to most of the destruction 
and not the natural forces. According to the data presented above, the author believes 
that, it should be possible to design long term stable man-made structures today as 
well. 
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6 Discussion 

Mining activities have been ongoing for thousands of years and many learnings and 
improvements have moved the technology forward. An important field in focus in 
many parts of the world today, is how mines should closed down, i.e. closure and long 
term performance of the abandoned site. Today we can, at many places, see the impact 
from old waste rock and tailings dumps of previous mining activities. The protection 
of the environment from harmful impacts of mining activities today, has therefore 
taken a leading position on the agenda at both mining companies and authorities.  

The hypothesis is, that harmful processes within, as well as seepage from, tailings and 
waste rock deposits can be reduced to levels that the environment can handle if they 
are remediated properly. This raises the question: How do we remediate tailings 
facilities properly? One effective method is the water cover method, which is the focus 
of this thesis. The method is cheap and predictable, but the use of it results in two 
major demands needed to be continuously fulfilled. These are: 

• a catchment area large enough to always keep the tailings flooded 
• long term stable tailings dams in order to make sure that the water stays where it is 

supposed to be (i.e. on the impoundment) 

When talking about tailings dams and long term stability of dams, the term dam need 
to be unambiguous. For traditional dams, i.e. water retention dams (WRDs), this is 
normally not a problem as the dam is the man made structure, or the material that has 
been put in place according to a certain design and to certain requirements. This 
approach work for the downstream construction method of tailings dams as well, even 
though the deposited tailings will affect the dam. For upstream construction the 
boundary of the dam is not that obvious. According to section 3 “Definitions”, a 
tailings dam is defined as “The part of the embankment that influence the total stability 
or where the construction material has been placed in a controlled manner”. This 
definition is a compromise, due to the lack of a better one. The part of the dam 
affecting the total stability may vary with different loading conditions, as well as with 
the change of the location of the pond. The definition of “tailings dam” is therefore 
complicated. A final definition covering all possible situations has therefore not been 
possible to develop, even tough several discussions have been held on the topic during 
this project. The author is, however, satisfied with that the question has been raised 
and that a fairly good definition has been proposed. 

The second term that is difficult to define is “long term”, which presently is defined as 
1000 years in most countries where closure of tailings dams is regarded as important. 
One may, however, raise the question if 1000 years is enough? Traditional design 
periods are 50, 100 or even 200 years, so in this perspective 1000 years is a long time, 
but still maybe a foreseeable period. In another perspective, 1000 years is the time 
period required for about 35 generations. 
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In this perspective a long term phase of 1000 years do not seem to be that long any 
more. In Sweden, or Scandinavia, we regard, in a more philosophical sense, that a 
remediated tailings storage facility (TSF) should be stable to the next glacial period. 
What do we know about this? It is often believed that this will take place within about 
10 000 years, but with the climate changes going on it might take even longer time.  

Theoretically the different construction methods used for tailings dams are relatively 
simple if the characteristics are understood. In reality, it is often much more 
complicated. For example, tailings dams are normally constructed over very long 
periods of time, often several decades. During such a long period of time the staff and 
engineers involved in design and construction will change.  

In Sweden the change of design and construction methods have not always been 
followed by the understanding of the consequences, which today can be seen in the 
statistics of events at Swedish tailings dams. The understanding of these deficiencies 
and the requirements for different designs are today more or less understood, which is 
the main reason for the improved level of dam safety within Sweden. Much more 
efforts than before are put into the understanding of dam performance as well as into 
the development of OSM-manuals, education, dam safety databases at industry etc.. 
The Swedish mining industry has shown confidence in taking on the responsibility of 
their operations and in this way been able to avoid enforced legislation. The focus on 
the field of TSF with respect to environmental and long term stability issues must, 
however, continue. The requirements of implementation and updating of OSM-
manuals, education and a continuous design and operation of the tailings dams must be 
fulfilled all the time. 

The importance of understanding tailings dam performance during operation is vital as 
this knowledge we will be fundamental in order to understand the performance after 
closure. It is also important to understand all deficiencies a tailings dam has been 
exposed to during operation, when the TSF is designed for closure and long term 
stability. In the process of gaining knowledge to understand the performance of 
tailings dams, the Swedish mining industry has initiated the development of a database 
for TSFs and for events occurring at TSFs, see Lundström and Isaksson (2005). This 
database will therefore be of great importance in the future.  

In order to be able to design and construct long term stable tailings dams several 
critical aspects need to be understood more accurate than the case is today. The most 
important aspects are: 

• understanding of tailings as a construction material and the long term effects on 
the material 

• the process of internal erosion and how this is related to the hydraulic gradient 
• slow deterioration processes in a long term perspective, external erosion, 

weathering, frost and ice forces and intrusion by vegetation and animals 
• extreme events, such as floods, droughts, earthquakes, high winds etc. 
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The knowledge about the properties of tailings as a construction material has mostly 
been developed by trial and error. Many of the properties are known in general, such 
as the angularity of the particles, the characteristics of segregation at deposition, the 
risk of liquefaction, drainage characteristics and consolidation characteristics. For 
example we know that the particle size decrease with increasing distance from the 
discharge point. We do, however, not know how to predict what the particle size will 
be at certain distances. Another example is that we know that tailings drain relatively 
fast, but we do not know how to determine this beforehand. Construction of tailings 
dams is still very much a trial and error operation.  

Another field not fully covered is the mechanical properties of tailings. We do know 
that tailings are an extremely angular material and that this affects the friction angle. In 
laboratory test performed on tailings from Swedish tailings dams, results have varied 
widely on tailings from the same facility and the same sampling location. This has 
resulted in uncertainty in how tests should be performed in order to represent in-situ 
conditions. We do believe that the friction angle is high due to the angularity, but then 
in a long term perspective, the risk of particles getting crushed or the risk of 
weathering of the tailings must be incorporated as well. 

During operation we often use filter and drainage layers in order to prevent internal 
erosion. In a long term perspective, the use of these is questionable, as they may be 
clogged. Therefore we, in a long term perspective, need to know that the tailings itself 
is internally stable, in order to avoid the development of internal erosion. The question 
if the tailings itself is internally stable, or if the material is too even-graded. This must 
be analyzed and studied in more detail. 

In order to be able to find out how to design and construct long term stable structures, 
studies of structures like natural analogies and ancient structures like earthen mounds 
and dams will provide us with a lot of information. The author believes, that these 
kinds of structures may have many of the answers to what we need in order to 
determine criteria for long term stable tailings dams.  

6.1 Future Work 

More or less all research projects on closure of TSFs have so far, in Sweden and 
internationally, focused on the cover methodologies, i.e. the performance and the 
weaknesses of the cover itself and not on long term dam stability. Therefore this new 
field needs to be looked into in a scientific and systematic way. Without a long term 
stable dam, there will not be a water cover or a wetland on top of the tailings, which is 
vital if some of these methods are chosen for remediation.  

Mining companies, regulators, NGO’s etc. need criteria to assess weather a facility is 
long term stable or not. To develop such criteria for long term stability of tailings dams 
several important processes need to be investigated and better understood than today. 
Some of the more important processes can be mentioned here: 

• internal erosion 
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• long term changes of material properties 
• the effect of the hydraulic gradient on slope stability 
• interaction between tailings and sealing elements/foundation within the dam 
• external erosion 
• seepage points 

In order to better understand tailings dam performance, sensitivity analysis of their 
function should be carried out. To start with, the following variables could be varied:  

• the hydraulic conductivity of tailings in relation to the hydraulic conductivity of 
the dam structure 

• hydraulic conductivity of the foundation 
• relative beach length (beach length/dam height) 

By varying these parameters the time required to achieve a steady-state hydraulic 
gradient can be studied and from this estimations of the long term stability of the dam 
structures can be made. 

The effect of the hydraulic gradient on the long term internal stability of materials, i.e. 
the tailings, should also be more thoroughly studied. In addition, hydraulic 
conductivity at low hydraulic gradients should also be tested by laboratory tests. Most 
test, so far, has been performed with hydraulic gradients relevant for WRDs and not 
the small gradients often present in tailings dams. In-situ tests will be of great interest, 
as well as comparisons with laboratory tests. 

Other research programmes have concluded that the following fields should be 
interesting for further studies: 

MiMi (2004) identifies 12 items as the most important research needs for the future. 
Two of them are relevant to this work. They are: 
• Finding design criteria for inherently long term stable tailings dams without the 

need for maintenance. 
• Systematically improving the understanding of the processes of importance for the 

long term integration of tailings deposits with the surrounding biosphere. 

MMSD (2000a) says, that there should be a search for more appropriate technological 
alternatives for implementing a mine closure plan and for more economically 
appropriate alternatives for carrying out mine closure. Specific standards or closure 
requirements should reflect a careful balance of the benefits and costs of the standards 
or requirements. Policies should be designed to encourage or provide incentives for 
technological innovation in mine closure, to reduce costs of compliance. 

Other fields needing further research are sampling methods, in-situ testing and 
evaluation of in-situ results and laboratory results, i.e. calibration against tailings 
material and not natural materials.  
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7 Conclusion 

No Swedish tailings dams can be regarded as long term stable today. This is e.g. 
shown in the statistics of events at Swedish tailings dams. The statistics include, 
however, very few remediated tailings dams and most remediated dams are remediated 
by the dry cover method. Remediated tailings dams in Sweden are still in the “after 
care” phase and have not turned into the long term phase yet. However, in 10-20 years 
from now, we will hopefully be able to transfer some remediated tailings dams into the 
long term phase. 

The author’s hypothesis for tailings dam remediation is that it will be possible to 
design long term stable tailings dams. The criteria to fulfil long term performance 
requirements for tailings dams are not yet developed, but in the future we will reach 
this goal. We will be able to design long term stable dams, that will not require 
surveillance or maintenance. There are still several aspects and critical processes, 
which need further attention and research before they can be regarded as fully 
understood, for example: 

• internal erosion 
• long term changes of material properties 
• the effect of the hydraulic gradient on slope stability 
• interaction between tailings and sealing elements/foundation within the dam 
• external erosion 
• seepage points 

The ongoing climatic change is of course of significant importance to long term 
stability of tailings dams. Even though a lot of research has been carried out, in this 
field it is still not possible to predict future changes of the climate and its 
consequences.  

Even though the prediction of climate changes and the mechanical behaviour of 
tailings and dams in a long term perspective are difficult to evaluate, other demanding 
questions also exist. These are often non-technical issues, such as: 

• Economical 
• Social 
• Political 
• Ethical 

The long term changes with respect to these aspects are not possible to predict and this 
has to be part of the closure plan as well. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Tailings dams are necessary for efficient mineral and metal production and 

need therefore to be constructed, operated, maintained and closed in a safe and 
acceptable manner. In this context “safe and acceptable” means a level agreed 
upon by all stakeholders. It is prudent to assess the causes of past incidents and 
failures, learn from the experiences and apply this knowledge to current and 
future operations (Strachan 2002). Trial and error have been used to improve and 
develop technology throughout history, but to learn from the experience and 
make use of the knowledge is today often underestimated or forgotten. This 
paper therefore intends to improve the knowledge of tailings dams safety by 
investigating the history of events (failures, incidents and event driven 
maintenance) at Swedish tailings dams. This will be of value not only for Swedish 
and international mining companies, but also for the county administration, 
consultants and contractors working within Sweden as well as internationally. 

 
In order to be able to analyse and compare the data, some terms need to 

be defined and/or described, which will constitute the first part of this paper while 
the second part deals with the analysis of statistical material. 

 
 

2. DEFINITIONS 
 
The definitions below of dam (i.e. tailings dam), failure, incident and event 

driven maintenance are from Bjelkevik (2005) and reproduced.  
 
The need to define tailings dam is due to the differences between tailings 

dams and conventional water retention dams (WRD). A WRD is designed and 
constructed to store water for the purpose of irrigation, hydropower etc., while 
tailings dams, on the other hand, are designed and constructed to store tailings. 
Tailings dams are normally raised either in stages or continuously as the 
impoundment is filled with tailings. Depending on the characteristics of the 
tailings and the mining process the amount of water stored together with the 
tailings differ.  
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Definitions; 
 
• Tailings dam is a structure designed to settle and keep tailings and 

process water. (European Commission, 2004) 

• Tailings dam failure is an event resulting in the tailings dam structure 
failing to retain what it is designed and constructed to retain, causing 
an emergency situation due to the spill of tailings and/or water. 
Consequences can be human, environmental, economical or cultural. 

• Incident is an unexpected event that happens to a tailings dam that 
poses a threat to the over all dam safety and needs response quickly to 
avoid a likely dam failure. 

• Event driven maintenance is an event that could have been expected, 
but is not included in the normal operation of the tailings dam and 
require measures to be taken in order to prevent further development 
of the event and/or to lower the risk associated with the event. 

 
 

3. METHOD 
 
To evaluate events that have occurred at Swedish tailings dams and draw 

useful conclusions from these, accessible data has been collected and analysed. 
Data have been collected from the dam owners, from files and archives at Sweco 
VBB AB1 and from Raw Materials Data (RMD, 2005). These sources will in the 
view of the author, encompass the majority of documented events. The 
compilation is not complete and the author is convinced events are lost, 
especially in a historical perspective. The reason for this is that information has 
been lost due to mines changing owners and/or closing down and that historically 
this information was not of interest. However, it is assumed that the data for 
failures are complete for the last 15 year period when reporting has become 
focus. The author believes, that missing data might be important, but even so, 
conclusions and priorities can be drawn from the presented material to help 
future dam safety work. 

 
The compilation consists of 58 events from 1944 to 2004 at Swedish 

tailings dams. Most facilities are in operation, some are remediated but are still of 
the responsibility of an active mining company. No events from closed down 
mines where no company is responsible are included in the data analyzed here.  

 
To facilitate an international comparison, the system of categorising events 

used here is developed on the basis of the systems in ICOLD (2001) and ICOLD 
(1996).  

 
 

                                                 
1 Sweco VBB AB is a Swedish consultant company that has been the main consultant involved 
with Swedish tailings dams since around 1960. 
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4. SWEDISH TAILINGS DAMS 
 
In total 58 events have been found and categorized in terms of dam type, 

dam height, event type, event cause etc.  
 

Event type follows the categories in ICOLD (2001) except for the addition of 
“event driven maintenance” and the removal of “groundwater”;  

• Failure of a Tailings Dam 
• Incident at a Tailings Dam 
• Event Driven Maintenance at a Tailings Dam 

Definitions of these categories are given above under “Definitions”. 
 
To normalise events they have been given a value according to the seriousness 
of the event, where;  

Failure = 3 
Incident = 2 
Event driven maintenance = 1 

 
Dam type follows the classification of categories in ICOLD (1996) with the 
exception of type D and E4;  
A Conventional Dam Embankment of borrow material 
B Staged Conventional Embankment of borrow material 
D Homogeneous draining embankment barrier of waste rock 
E2 Embankment with Tailings in Structural Zone, centreline construction  
E4 Embankment with Tailings in Structural Zone, upstream construction by 

placing tailings mechanically 
NA Not applicable 
NR Not reported 
In the compilation of incidents and failures in ICOLD (2001) other categories are 
used.  
 
Dam height is given in meters, as the highest dam height. This is not necessarily 
the height of the dam in the position of the event. 
 
Initiating cause follows the categories in ICOLD (2001) with minor changes; 
OP Operational is an event caused by man, for example deposition 

malfunction, operating water level, improper maintenance work etc. 
L Leakage is an event where “natural” or “normal” seepage increases to 

become leakage and an event requiring action. 
W Water situation is an event where the level of impounded water or tailings 

slurry increases to a level resulting in dam safety problems, with the 
extreme case equal to overtopping. 

ST Structural is an event caused by malfunction, faults and/or deficiencies in 
design or construction of the dam, foundation or associated structures. 

ED External defects include phenomena like external erosion due to 
precipitation, waves, ice etc., cracks and settlements. 

IER Internal erosion is an event of internal erosion in the dam body, often due to 
lack of proper filters, i.e. filters not fulfilling the filter requirements. 

I Ice and frost are events induced by ice or frost actions. For example ice 
blocking decants or outlets or freezing and thawing destroying the 
compaction of the dam construction material, which in turn can lead to 
internal erosion. However, in some cases it can be difficult to identify that 
freezing and thawing actually caused the event. 

U Unknown is an event where the cause is unknown. 
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Dam fill material follows the classification of categories in ICOLD (1996) with the 
addition of type E/R, E/T and C/R;  
E/R Earth and rock fill  
E Earth fill 
R Rock fill 
T Tailings 
E/T Earth and tailing 
C/R Concrete and rock fill 
NA Not applicable 

 
 
Results will be presented in diagrams below, which will be discussed in the 

following section, 5 Discussion. 
 
 

Figure 1 Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance per 
year from 1990 to 2004. (Bjelkevik 2005) 

Nombre de ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel par année, 
de 1990 à 2004, (Bjelkevik 2005) 
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Figure 2 Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance 
compared to dam age at time of event. 

Nombre de ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel en 
comparaison de l’age de la digue au moment de l’événement. 
 

Figure 3 Dam height compared to dam age at time of event. 

La hauteur de la digue en comparaison de son age au moment de 
l’événement. 
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Figure 4 Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance 
compared to initiating cause as well as number of dams exposed to 
an event in percent of total number of dams exposed to events. 

 Nombre de ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel en 
comparaison de la cause déclencheur et le nombre de digues ayant 
été exposé à un événement, en pourcentage de la totale des digues 
exposé aux événements. 

 

Figure 5 Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance 
compared to dam type as well as number of dams exposed to an 
event in percent of total number of dams exposed to events. 

 Nombre de ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel en 
comparaison du type de digue et le nombre de digues ayant été  
exposé à un événement, en pourcentage de la totale des digues 
exposé aux événements. 
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Figure 6 Number of failures, incidents and event driven maintenance 
compared to dam fill material as well as number of dams exposed to 
an event in percent of total number of dams exposed to events. 

 Nombre de ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel en 
comparaison du matériau de remplissage des digues et le nombre 
de digues ayant été exposé à un événement, en pourcentage de la 
totale des digues exposés aux événements. 

Figure 7 Event type (failure, incident or event driven maintenance) 
normalised against dam height plotted versus year of event. 

 Type d’événement (ruptures, incidents et entretien événementiel) 
normalisé contre la hauteur de la digue en fonction de l’année de 
l’événement. 
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Figure 8 From the international statistics, i.e. ICOLD (2001), 119 events out 
of 221 (54%) have enough information (i.e. year, event type and 
dam height) to plot event type (failure, incident or groundwater) 
normalised against dam height against year of event. 

Provenant des statistiques internationales, c.-à.-d. ICOLD (2001), 
119 événements sur un totale de 221 (54%) ont assez d’information 
(c.-à.-d. année, type d’événement et la hauteur de la digue) pour 
tracer la courbe de type d’événement (rupture, incident ou eau de 
fond) en fonction la hauteur de la digue en fonction de l’année de 
l’événement.  
 

Figure 9 Iron ore mine production for some countries. (RMD, 2005). 

La production minière de minerai de fer pour certains pays. (RMD, 
2005). 
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Figure 10 Non ferrous (copper, lead, silver, gold and zink) mine production for 
some countries. (RMD, 2005). 

 La production minière des métaux non-ferreux (cuivre, plomb, 
argent, or, zinc) pour certains pays. (RMD, 2005) 

 

Figure 11 Events (failures, incidents and event driven maintenance) at ferrous 
tailings dams normalised against mine production in Sweden during 
five year periods. 

Événements (ruptures, incidents, entretien événementiel) normalisé 
contre la production minière suédoise pendant des périodes de cinq 
ans. 
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Figure 12 Events (failures, incidents and event driven maintenance) at non 
ferrous tailings dams normalised against mine production in Sweden 
during five year periods. 

Événements (ruptures, incidents, entretien événementiel) aux 
digues à rejets non-ferreux normalisé contre la production minière 
suédoise pendant des périodes de cinq ans.  

 

Figure 13 From the international statistics, i.e. ICOLD (2001), 79 events out of 
221 (34%) are in the time span from 1975-2004 and have enough 
information (i.e. year and event type) to plot events (failures, 
incidents and groundwater) at non ferrous tailings dams normalised 
against world mine production. Information is given for periods of 
five years. 

Provenant des statistiques internationales, c.-à.-d. ICOLD (2001), 
79 événements sur un totale de 221 (34%) de la période 1975 à 
2004 ont assez d’information (c.-à.-d. année et type d’événement) 
pour tracer la courbe de type d’événement (rupture, incident ou 
nappe phréatique) aux digues de rejets non ferreux normalisé 
contre la production minière mondiale. L’information est offert pour 
les périodes de cinq ans. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
 

As pointed out earlier the compilation of events is not complete, at least not 
in a historical perspective. However, with regard to failures it can be assumed to 
be complete for the last 15 years. And further, with regard to all events, it is 
assumed to be complete during 2000 to 2004. The latter is due to good and 
established routines within the mining companies and due to the increased 
interest in tailings dam safety by the authorities.  

 
A parameter being interesting to use in the analysis is the total number of 

tailings dams, and not just the tailings dams that have been reported for an 
event. This information has, however, not been possible to obtain. Especially not 
in a historical perspective and for recent years the number of remediated tailings 
dams is not known. The present analysis is therefore only based upon reported 
tailings dams. 

 
Figure 1, from Bjelkevik (2005), shows the number of events at Swedish 

tailings dams during the last 15 years. It is already shown in Bjelkevik (2005) that 
the majority of events, or 70% of the events, for the last 60 year period occurred 
during this 15 year long time period. The major increase in reported events are in 
1998, which probably is explained by the initiation of dam safety programs at 
most Swedish mine sites and that focus was moved from not just environmental 
issues but to environmental and dam safety issues. The two failures in Sweden in 
1996 and 1997 and the failure in Spain in 1998 probably speeded up the change. 
Figure 1 also shows that the number of events is decreasing after 1998 and that 
the seriousness of the events have decreased during the same time period as 
well, i.e. event driven maintenance constitute a larger part of total number of 
events. This is believed to be due to the improved reporting routines. 

 
In figure 2 the number of events have been plotted against the age of the 

dam at the time of the event. Incidents and failures seem to be spread out 
between a dam age of 0 and 40 years, while event driven maintenance events 
seem to be present mainly at tailings dams at the age of 24-26 years. This can be 
due to the fact that event driven maintenance is mainly reported during the last 
15 years and tailings dams in operation during this time period are at that age. 
Therefore the information given in figure 2 seems to be what is expected. 

 
It was hypothesized that the height of the dam was related to the 

seriousness or number of events. To analyze this, Figure 3 has been plotted. 
Two events, an incident and an event driven maintenance at a dam having an 
age of about 300 years, have been left out in order to give a clearer picture of the 
other events. Dam heights vary between 0-52 m, but failures are only present at 
dam heights between 0-20 m. Increasing dam height therefore does not seam to 
be related to increased seriousness or increased number of events, as was 
hypothesized by the author. The statistical data might, however, be too sparse to 
draw any firm conclusions about the impact of dam height. Incidents seem to be 
present at any dam height and dam age. As in the previous figure event driven 
maintenance does not seem to be related to dam height, but is mainly present at 
the dam age of 24-26 years. 
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The categories for initiating cause have in Figure 4 been changed slightly 
compared to event cause in Bjelkevik (2005). Here foundation (FN) is included in 
structural (ST). Overtopping (OT) has been replaced by water (W), which include 
to high water levels and overtopping. Seepage (SE) has been replaced by 
leakage (L), as all dams are exposed to natural seepage. Two new categories 
have been introduced to better fit the Swedish data. Operational (OP) has been 
introduced to cover human faults/mistakes and external defects (ED) to group 
causes like external erosion, cracks and settlements into one category. By 
introducing initiating cause the Swedish reporting system have the potential of 
reporting sequential events as well. This results in events like piping and 
sinkholes not being included, as those kinds of events never are the initiating 
cause, but more the result of internal erosion for example. In Figure 4 the number 
of different dams reported in each category is given as percentage of the total 
number of dams reported (33). This has been introduced to show weather the 
events take place at the same dam all the time or if it happens to different dams. 

 
Figure 4 shows that structural (ST) stands for most events, followed by 

internal erosion (IER) with the same number of incidents. Comparing the number 
of dams shows, that structural (ST) stands for about 30% of the total number of 
dams and internal erosion (IER) for about 20%, which means that for internal 
erosion (IER) events happens to the same dam more frequently. Water related 
events (W) are the third most common cause followed by operational (OP), ice 
and frost (I) and external defects (ED). All three have the same number of events 
but with a different composition with regard to the seriousness of the event. Here 
operational (OP) is the only cause initiating a failure. 

 
As for initiating cause the categories for dam type have been slightly 

changed compared to Bjelkevik (2005) in order to better fit the design of Swedish 
tailings dams. All categories follows ICOLD (1996) with the exception of the 
homogeneous rock fill dam (D), which in ICOLD (1996) is a dam of tailings 
material, and of the dam type where tailings is placed mechanically according to 
the upstream construction method (E4). As in Figure 4 the number of dams 
reported in each category is given as percent of the total number of dams 
reported. 

 
Figure 5 shows that the majority of Swedish tailings dams, nearly 70%, are 

staged conventional embankments (B) and, not surprisingly, stands for most of 
the events (66%), all failures (100%), most incidents (63%) and most event 
driven maintenance (59%). Tailings dams where the tailings is mechanically 
places in an upstream design (E4) have the second most incidents (20%), but a 
very low number of dams in percent of total number of dams. Here, there are only 
two dams representing all eight events. 

 
Looking at dam fill material in Figure 6 it can be seen that most dams, over 

40%, are earth and rock fill dams (E/R), and stands for 55% of the events, which 
indicates that many earth and rock fill dams are involved in more than one event. 
The second largest category for dam fill material is earth fill dams (E). Nearly 
35% of all reported dams are earth fill dams (E), but they only stand for nearly 
30% of the events, which indicates that earth fill dams are not as susceptible as 
earth and rock fill dams to have repeated events. The statistical data is probably 
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too limited to draw any solid conclusions about the other fill material categories, 
as they only have one to three events each. 

 
The statistics is normalized against suitable parameters in order to 

minimize effects like different dam height and production. Other parameters, like 
dam length, impoundment area or impoundment volume or capacity could have 
been used as well, but data for this was not available. The normalized data is 
supposed to give more comparable data even though the international data is not 
as complete as the Swedish. 

 
Figure 7 and 8 show Swedish and international statistics (ICOLD, 2001) 

respectively. The figures show type of event normalized against dam height for 
each year. In the figures different weights are given to different events, i.e 
failure=3, incidents=2 and event driven maintenance=1. The normalization was 
then made by dividing the event type by dam height. The international statistics 
does not have “event driven maintenance”, but have groundwater. What 
groundwater includes is not explained nor defined and is not included in the 
Swedish statistics as there are no identified event fitting into the category. In this 
paper groundwater has got the value of 1. This is the same as event driven 
maintenance, but when comparing information in the two figures, only failures 
and incidents should be compared. One event is missing in both figures. In 
Figure 7 a failure in 1996 is missing because the type of event (3) divided by dam 
height (2 m) gives 1,5, which is much higher than the rest of the normalized 
values. For Figure 8 119 of the 221 events included in ICOLD (2001) had the 
required data to be plotted and one of these 119 events is missing. The event is 
from 1928 and is therefore not included in the graph. The time period is made the 
same (1940-2010) in both figures in order to facilitate the comparison of the two 
figures. It should also be mentioned that none of the Swedish events are included 
in the international statistics. 

 
In Figure 7 it can be seen that event driven maintenance occur around year 

2000. This has been shown before, but it can also be seen that event driven 
maintenance in general have a lower value (type of event divided by dam height) 
than incidents and failures. Failures also seem to have the highest general value, 
even though it is not as obvious as the low values for event driven maintenance. 
Even in Figure 8 failures seem to have a generally higher value than incidents. 

 
Comparing Figure 7 with Figure 8 show that the majority of reported 

international events are between 1965 and 1995, whereas the majority of 
Swedish events are around year 2000. The difference might be due to the fact 
that the international statistics only comprises events up to the beginning of year 
2000, while the Swedish compilation includes events up to year 2004. But it is 
hypothyzed by the author that the reporting of events in Sweden has improved 
more than internationally. There are no reasons to believe, that the number of 
events has increased more in Sweden or that the Swedish tailings dams have 
become worse in performance. International failure events are more widely 
spread out, see Figure 8, than the Swedish failure events. These are more or 
less located around the value of 0,25 m-1. Comparing the value (type of event 
divided by dam height) it looks about the same in Sweden and internationally. 
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Swedish events are mainly below 0,2 m-1, and international events are mainly 
below 0,3 or 0,35 m-1. 

 
Figure 9 to 13 show events normalized with regard to mine production. As 

ferrous and non ferrous ore (copper, lead, silver, gold and zinc) production 
numbers differ significantly and with the order of 102, they have been analyzed 
separately. The international statistics (ICOLD, 2001) comprises 82 events out of 
the 221 within the right time span and with the required data (year and event 
type). Out of these there are only three events at ferrous mine sites, which is a 
too low number for an analysis. From the international statistics there are 
therefore only 79 events at non ferrous mine sites included in this analysis. The 
normalization has been made by summarizing all event types (failure=3, 
incident=2 event driven maintenance=1) for each five-year period and then divide 
the sum by the mean production for the same period. Swedish mine production 
has been used for Swedish events and world mine production for non-Swedish 
events. 

 
Figure 9 and 10 has been included to verify that interpolation between the 

five-year production numbers received from RMD (2005) is justified. The mine 
production for the European countries is more or less constant, whereas 
Australia’s mine production has increased a lot over the last 15 years. RMD 
(2005) could not give any information on production for 1980 resulting in this 
value being interpolated as well as the mean values for each five-year period.  

 
Looking at Figure 11 and 12 it can first be seen that during the time period 

1985-1989 no events are documented in Sweden and for ferrous mine sites this 
is the case for the time period 1990-1994 as well. The reason for this lack of 
information is believed to be simply lack of administrative awareness and lack of 
documentation and reporting. Secondly, the normalized number differs with the 
order of 102, which is about the same as the difference in production between the 
two types of mines. However, the non ferrous mine production is slightly larger 
than the ferrous mine production even if the order of magnitude is disregarded, 
but the normalized number shows the opposite, i.e. the normalized number for 
events at non ferrous mine sites is higher. This indicates that the seriousness of 
events must be higher at non ferrous mine sites. For the time period 2000-2004 
the events represented in Figure 11 (ferrous mines) are two incidents and eight 
event driven maintenance events, whereas the same numbers in Figure 12 (non 
ferrous mines) are one failure, nine incidents and one event driven maintenance. 
This supports the previous statement. The author does not believe, that the 
difference is due to neither different level of dam safety, awareness nor reporting. 
A reason for the difference could be that non ferrous mines produce more waste, 
i.e. tailings, than ferrous mines and therefore have larger tailings dams, which in 
turn results in more events. 

 
Comparing Figure 12 and 13 show that the normalized number for Sweden 

is about 20 times higher than for the international statistics. The reason for this is 
probably due to the more or less correct production statistics and the finite failure 
statistics, i.e. the lack of reporting internationally. Once again, the author does not 
believe that the number of events is much higher in Sweden or that the Swedish 
tailings dams perform worse, but that the international statistics is not complete. It 
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should also be mentioned that the time period 2000-2004 for the international 
statistics in Figure 13 is not complete. This time period only comprises the first 
part of 2000 including one event. Therefore this period should not be included in 
a comparison as the Swedish statistics include reporting for the whole period. If 
the international statistic was updated it should probably show a higher number 
for 2000-2004. 

 
The trends for the Swedish and the international statistics differ, see Figure 

12 and 13. For Sweden, Figure 12, the trend is increasing during the last 10-year 
period and seems to come to a constant value around nearly 70 Mt-1. 
Internationally, Figure 13, the trend is decreasing looking the last 20 years and 
seems to come to a constant value around nearly 1,0 Mt-1. The international 
statistics seems to be more complete than the Swedish in a historical perspective 
(20-30 years back), which is difficult to explain. Looking at the period 1985-1989 
Figure 12 and 13 show two opposite pictures. Where the Swedish statistics have 
no events reported the international statistics have the highest normalized 
number, almost 3,5 Mt-1. The reason for the lack of data in a historical 
perspective in Sweden is due to lack of administrative awareness and lack of 
documentation and reporting. The reason for the international peak at this time 
period is hard to explain. However, for the more recent time periods (1985-2004) 
the author does, once again, not believe that the number of events is much 
higher in Sweden or that the Swedish tailings dams perform worse, but that the 
international statistics is not complete. 

 
If Sweden is regarded as an average mining country, and used as a base 

for comparison, the number of events in other countries could be estimated by 
using data for their production and the production normalized event value, Figure 
11 and 12, for Sweden. An attempt to do this for ferrous and non ferrous mines 
respectively for the time period 2000-2004 has been made. The results are 
presented in Table 1 and 2 respectively. 

 
The results in Table 1 and 2 show that there are in total about 300 events 

(failures, incidents and event driven maintenance) happening around the world if 
Sweden is a used as a base for comparison. There are approximately 200 at non 
ferrous ore mines and approximately 100 at ferrous. These numbers should be 
compared with the numbers found in the international statistics, i.e. 1 at non 
ferrous ore mines and 0 at ferrous for the time period of 2000-2004, but 1-2 
events on at annual average (ICOLD, 2001). The author believes that tailings 
dams in Sweden are neither better nor worse than elsewhere. Therefore the 
information in Table 1 and 2 should be interesting to compare with actual 
numbers of events. It may indicate that statistics and systematic compilation of 
information regarding tailings dam safety could be improved at many places 
around the world. The author also believes that Sweden, as a relatively small 
mining company and as a developed country, probably have a higher level of 
dam safety than the average mining nation, which indicate that the numbers 
presented in Table 1 and 2 could be even higher. However, this is only 
estimations, the numbers still indicate that dam safety is and will be of high 
priority for years come. 
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Table 1 Estimated number of events per year (failures, incidents and event 
driven maintenance) occurring at ferrous mine sites in some 
countries and in the world. Information from Sweden is used as 
base for comparison.  

Estimation du nombre d’événements (ruptures, incident, entretien 
événementiel) qui se produisent aux mines ferreuses dans quelques 
pays et dans le monde. Information Suédoise est utilisée comme 
base de comparaison. 

 
Country Production 

[Mt/year] 
Sum(event*event type) 

production 
Total event 
points/year 

Number of 
events/year 

Sweden 4,37 0,549 2,4 2 
Spain 0,01 0,549 0,0 0 
Rumania 0,03 0,549 0,0,2 0,016 
Canada 6,36 0,549 3,5 2,9 
Australia 40,55 0,549 22,28 18,5 
World 214,5 0,549 117,8 98,2 

 
 

Table 2 Estimated number of events per year (failures, incidents and event 
driven maintenance) occurring at non ferrous mine sites (copper, 
lead, silver, gold and zink) in some countries and in the world. 
Information from Sweden is used as base for comparison.  

Estimation du nombre d’événements (ruptures, incident, entretien 
événementiel) qui se produisent aux mines non ferreuses (cuivre, 
plomb, argent, or et zinc) dans quelques pays et dans le monde. 
Information Suédoise est utilisée comme base de comparaison. 

 
Country Production 

[Mt/year] 
Sum(event*event type) 

production 
Total event 
points/year 

Number of 
events/year 

Sweden 0,07 69,0 4,8 2,6 
Spain 0,028 69,0 1,9 1,0 
Rumania 0,014 69,0 0,94 0,5 
Canada 0,32 69,0 22,2 12 
Australia 0,57 69,0 39,3 21,3 
World 5,24 69,0 361,3 195,7 
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6. CONCLUSION 
 

It is important to point out that all data used in the present studdy is 
incomplete, maybe with the exception of production data from RMD (2005). The 
level of reported data differ, as well as the definition of event types and other 
terms used.  

 
Dam age at the time of event does not seem to be important as events are 

evenly spread out. Failures seem to be more present at relatively low dam 
heights. 

 
Structural (ST), internal erosion (IER) and water related events stands for 

60% of the initiating causes for Swedish events. 
 
70% of all reported dams are staged conventional embankments and they 

represent 66% of the events. The number of events is consequently in the same 
range as the number of dams. 20% of the dams are embankments where tailings 
have been mechanically placed in an upstream construction. This dam type 
represents 14% of the events and is thus under represented. 

 
40% of all reported dams are earth and rock fill dams and they represent 

55% of all events, thus indicating that several events happen to the same dam. 
35% of the dams are earth fill dams and they represent 30% of all events, which 
indicates that these dams are normally not subjected to many events. 

 
Normalizing event type against dam height gives about the same picture for 

Swedish and international tailings dams.  
 
Normalizing against production gives, however, a different picture, more or 

less the opposite for Swedish and international events and a difference of the 
magnitude 102 between ferrous and non ferrous mine production as well as 
normalized value. The latter is due to different production, but even taking that 
into account there is still a difference in the seriousness of event, in favor for non 
ferrous mines. 

 
Using Sweden as a base for comparison indicates that there are about 300 

events per year worldwide, of which about 2 are reported internationally. 
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8. SUMMARY 
 
Sweden has been a mining nation for more than 1000 years and is one of 

Europe’s major mining countries. Mining wastes, tailings and waste rock, have 
been produced during the period. The former is the silt and fine sand resulting 
from the extraction process and normally deposited as a slurry in tailings dams. 
The tailings dams are sometimes designed as conventional earthfill dams and 
sometimes constructed of the tailings material itself. In both cases, the dams are 
often raised in stages or continuously over extended period of times, which is one 
of the main differences between tailings dams and conventional water retention 
dams. Another difference is that tailings dams store solids (tailings), water and, in 
addition, metals and minerals not extracted, as well as remains of the metals or 
minerals being extracted. Therefore incidents and failures of the embankments 
might result in unwanted release of substances being hazardous to the 
environment, especially if spread to rivers and lakes. 

 
From analysis of lessons learnt from reported and analyzed incidents and 

failures, much can be learnt in order to improve dam safety in the future. This 
paper presents all the known incidents and failures of Swedish tailings dams and 
discusses the causes and the consequences. The understanding and analysis of 
earlier mistakes will help to prevent incidents and/or failures to be repeated. In 
addition to the analysis of Swedish tailings dams, the paper also presents an 
international outlook and comparison. 

 
8. RESUMÈ 

La Suède avait été un pays minière depuis plus de 1000 ans, et est encore 
un des plus grands en Europe. Les résidus des opérations minières, les rejets et 
les débris de roche étaient produits pendant cette période. Les premiers sont les 
sable fins et limoneux qui résultent de la conduite de l’extraction, et sont 
normalement déposés comme une pulpe dans une digue à rejets. Les digues à 
rejets sont parfois conçues comme des réservoirs conventionnels et de temps en 
temps sont construits des rejets eux-mêmes. Dans les deux cas de l’article 
présenté, les réservoirs sont souvent érigés en étapes ou sans interruption 
pendant une période prolongée, qui est une des raison principale des différences 
entre les digues à rejets et les réservoirs conventionnels pour l’eau. Une autre 
différence est la rétention des rejets solides et de l’eau des digues à rejets en sus 
des métaux et minéraux pas extraits et les restes des métaux et minéraux étant 
extraits. Donc les incidents et les ruptures des barrages des matériaux meubles 
pourraient résulter en un dégagement des substances non désirées et 
dangereuses à l’environnement, en particulier si ce dégagement se répand dans 
des rivières et lacs.  

 
En analysant les leçons des incidents et ruptures ayant rapporté, beaucoup 

peut être appris afin d’améliorer la sécurité future des barrages. Cet article 
présente tout ce qui est connu des incidents et ruptures des digues à rejets et 
discute les causes et conséquences. Une compréhension et analyse des erreurs 
antérieures aideront à prévenir la répétition des incidents et / ou des ruptures. En 
plus de l’analyse des digues à rejets suédois, l’article présente également une 
perspective internationale et comparaison.      
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